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Spartan Daily Presents Annual Special Ski Edition Today
Ski Edition Today
Vets Must Sign
California teleran. must sign
attendance c ouchera before Dec.
lit, according to Mk*, Edith
Gras es, cashier.
Miss liratl...1
said failure to sign touchers
before Christmas tavation stilt
delay January allotment.. until
Februart
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Russ Guest
Makes Tour
Of Campus

SAE Nabs Elections Lag
Ring Title A s
ia 596 Vote
In Last Bout

SOVIET OFFICIAL ON CAMPUS

By HARVEY JOHNSON
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
two last ditch performances bv
Don Leary, 190, and Dick Cristofani, captured the team championship with a total of 20 points in
the 22nd Annual Novice Boxing,
Tourney in Spartan Gym last
night before 1500 fans.
Theta Chi and Sigma Chi shared runner-up honors with 15
points.
Jack Avey, 145 lb., anti Carl
Maloney, 140 lb., were named for
the lop boxer trophy following
last night’s bouts. The pugilists
were selected by tourney superviser Julie Menendez and ring officials.
Leary scored a split decision
qver Bob B
Is,. (TM) for the
190 lb. fraternity division championship. The yelling c
urged the boxers on as they
fought toe to toe throughout
the fight.
Leary brought the crowd to its
feet when he staggered Brooks
with a left hook in the second.
Brooks fought back desperately
with flurries of lefts and rights
to the body. Leary jabbed with
(Continued on Page 5)

By MIKE JOHNSON
"Cultural exchange," "East-West relat:ons," and "propaganda
wars" all may sound like newspaper fodder, but even on the SJS
campus there is evidence of their reality.
Yesterday afternoon Pavel Voloshin, member of the Ministry of
Culture in the Soviet Union, looked over the SJS campus with great
interest and admiration.
Vice Pres. William J. Dusel conducted the impromptu four of
the campus, which included conversations with professors and
students, and general observation
of college facilities.
SENIOR INSPECTOR
Voloshin is a senior inspector in
the protocal section of the Soviet
Ministry of Culture. He is touring the U.S. and Canada as manager of Vladimir Ashkenazy, Russian pianist who performed this
Christmas vacation will com- v.eek with the San Francisco
mence Dec. 19 after the last class Symphony.
Voloshin has been in the V.S.
of the day and not Dec. 17, as the
schedule of classes might imply, since Oct. 15. Kith Ashkenazy,
according to John C. Montgomery, he has seen many’ cities on both
acting registrar. The schedule coasts, in the Midwest, and
makes
it
appear
that
next Canada.
Volos::in’s campus visit was arWednesday is the last day of reranged quickly yesterday morning
quired at t nedance.
when Leonard Grumet, Palo Alto
"Not so," says Montgomery. Ile
businessman and friend of Voloexplains that the Dec_ 17 date
shin, saw the opportunity to show
refers to students who might find
it necessary to apply for a leave off a California state college and,
as he put it, "do my part for this
of absence from the college,
cultural exchange."
College regulations state that SHORT TOUR
if a student finds it necessary to
Nioloshin’s visit lasted only an
withdraw this can be done after hour, but his enthusiastic
conthree fourths of the semester is versations with professors and
over. This results in an incom- students made it obvious
he could
plete for the courses from which have stayed all day.
the student withdraws.
Re especially noted the outMontgomery explained that door art classes and construcsteps will most likely be taken tion that Is under was. Vice
in future schedules to see that
President Dosel pointed insuch confusion will be eliminated,
teresting campus ft-sutures to
Two "working students" queried Voloshin, and explained that
the Thrust and Parry column of SJS is a state school, and that
the Spartan Daily yesterday as taxpayers are paying for
new
to the exact date classes would buildings.
be released.
Voloshin, short and stocky,
studied English before his trip to
the U.S. and in the two months he
has been here has developed a
fluent command of the language
with a distinct Russian accent.
LEARNS OF CLUB
ti list’s Carnival" wiii play
A few words in Russian were
on the College Theater main exchanged when, during the instage tonight through Saturday formal tour, one of the students
night at 14:15.
passing by was Ashleigh Brilliant,
Speech and Drama’s produc- organizer of the Russian Club and
tion of Jean Anoullh’s celebrated student of the language. Volofarce, receit ed acclaim from lo- shin was especially surp: lsed when
ra! critics after its opening last
Brilliant told of the enthusiasm
week. The production is directed with which the language is being
by John
Kerr, associate pro- accepted at SJS.
fessor of (llama.
Voloshin said he and Ashkenazy
The play features tin Willa I will leave for New York after a
concert in Salt Lake City and
staging and lighting.
_
fly home to Moscow by Christmas.

Holiday Time’
StartsDec.19
Not Dec. 17

"Thieves Carnival
Ends Tomorrow

Moscow Releases
’Act of War’ Decree
By United Press International
MOSCOWThe Soviet Union declared in an official statement
today that any Western attempt to "break through" to West Berlin
by force will be considered an act of war by all the Warsaw Pact
nations. The Tact declaration apparently was issued in response to
authoritative Westerr reports last Siturday that the United States
was on the verge of sending tanks to free a U.S. Army truck convoy
held up by East German authorities last month.
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CLEAN UP UNIONOR ELSE
WASHINGTONFederal Judge
F, Dickinson Letts today ordered
James R. Hoffa and the giant
Teamsters Union to obey at once
clean-up orders from court -appointed monitors,
Without spelling it out in to
many words, Letts also made it
clear that he feels he has the
power to remove Hoffa and other
top teamsters from office or punish them for contempt if they fail
to obey the Board of Monitors in
the future.
He accused Hoffa and other
union officials of trying to "frustrate and beck cleats -tip efforts

Today, your sliartan Daily
, presents its annual ski edition
an eight -page, tabloid supple/ ment to an expanded six -page
regular issue. Included is latest
information about equipment.
d and ski
transportation. r
sad), tips on skiing improvement. the Winter Olympics,
road conditions mud snow reports.

’NO COMMV:NT’
BOMBER’S WIFE
HOMER, Alaska -The widow of
Peter Dumas Kamenof, who is believed to be one of the leaders in
the bombing of is religious cult
monastery at Chatsworth, Calif.,
refused to comment today until
she gets more information from
cult leaders.
The Wednesday blast at -"Messiah" Krishba Yenta’s Ventura
County Cult of the World colony
killed Kamenof, Venta and eight
other persons.
"I’ll get him (Vental." Kamen of was quoted by colony members
as saying.

Art students Carol Foster (left) anti Jean Ninokata chat with
Pavel Xoloshin, Soviet Culture Ministry official (left) and Vil.t.
Pres. 1Villiatti .1. Dust-I. l’oloshin was guest of Dr. Dusel yesterday afternoon white on campus observing the workings of a C.S.
Spartafoto by Chariots Hinds
college,

Departments Add
Language ’Must’ Personnel

By MYRNA TOUCHON
A foreign language will be required by five more college dc
partments beginning September 1959 as a result of a revision in
the state education code.
The Acacie-nic Deans’ Council, headed by Dean of the College
Fred F. Harclaroad, announced the new requirement at a meeting
this week.
Departments which are requiring a language for the first time
are: Chemistry, English, History.
iMathematics, and Political
ence.

ScStudents Capture
Suspected Pervert

CODE
REVISEDGoddard,
head of the
Dr. Wesley
Modern Language Department,
said the requirement is a result
of a summer revision of the education code on the state level. The
revision will affect all state colleges. Previously it was "impossible" for a department to require
a language, Dr. Goddard said.
Now any department can require
of its majors a language relevant
to the department’s subject matter, he added.
Dr. Goddard emphasized the
fact that language will not be
made a requirement for the general 11A degree.
Mathematics majors will be required to take a minimum of six
units or to show competence in
some language, No specific language will be required according to
Dr. C. Richard Purdy. head of the
science and occupations division.

VEAR LANGUAGE VOTED
Several months ago the curriculum committee for the Chemistry Department voted to require a
year course in language for its
BS candidates. Dr. Benjamin Naylor, department head, stated that
the American Chemical Society.
which accredits the department,
has recommended a language in
the past, but the department could
not require it. The department
will recommend that its BS majors take German, Russian, or
French. Dr. Naylor stated that
"scientific articles are ,written in
all three languages: however,
more scientific handbooks are
written in German "
Dr. Harold P. Miller, head
of the English Department, said
the new requirement still he required of all freshman and sophomore students entering the
English m a jo r program in
September. Students having no
high school language will take
a minimum of 18 units.
A twelve unit requirement will
be met by history and political
science majors, according to Dr.
Dudley T. Moorehead, head of the
humanities division.

Six San Jo.u. State student’
quick thinking resulted in the
arrest Id 1)111131(i Dean Morgan,
35, charged with 141’N perversion
by Police Wettnesda).
Dirk Chandler, Dale Scott,
Dick C’alendar, Mike Ramsey.
William Met atm., and Chris
Dutsch III tincotered the suispes’t hiding in his rear bedrooni in San Jose. and handcuffed the victim prior to pollee arrival.
According to police, the suspect called the holse where
the men live, 70 S. 11th,
McCabe met Morgan :tt 3
a.m. Wednesday. When the suspect opened th.. door the remaining students, hiding outside in the builics, rushed in
and later made tile rapture.

Group Meets
San Jose State played host yesterday to the bi-monthly meeting
of the northern section of the
California Assn of School Personnel Administrators for a luncheon and business meeting.
Dr. Edward W. Clements, college pla-ement officer and Barrie
W. Bormann, education placement supertsor, were hosts to
the group of public school administrators. Dr. Clements estimated
that about 45 members of the
association attended.
The group discussed "Criteria
for a School Personnel Office,"
and a further study was planned.
Recommendations resulting from
the study will be forwarded to the
American Assn. of Examiners and
Educational
of
Administrators
Personnel, meeting in Dallas next
October.
SJS administration and faculty
members there included Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean of students; Dr.
Lowell Keith, elementary education department head: Dr. John
Moody, associate professor of
education; Dr. Harry T. Jensen,
professor of education: Dr. James
Curtis, professor of education; and
Dr. Keith Johnsgard. assistant
professor of psychology.

In First Day

By JOHN CURRY
Yesterday’s voting in the two-day ASE election started off
about the way it was figured, at a quiet, leisurely pace.
When the polls closed yesterday at 3 p.m., 596 students had
Cast their ballots, about one-fourth of the total expected vote.
No counts on the candidafts were available, but a breakdown
by classes showed the Freshman Class taking the lead in voting participation, with 238 ballots dumped in the boxes. Sophomores came
In second with 181, the Juniors.third with 103 and the Seniors in
the rear with 74.
B elS
l
The two voting places opened at
9 am. today and will be open
until 3 p.m. One is located in the
Outer Quad, the other on the
south side of the Speech and
Drama Building.
MIIXEP IN BOOTHS
Members of the Student Court,
Spartan
Spartan Shields and
Spears are operating the booths.
Alpha Phi Omega, national servoriginally was
ice fraternity,
scheduled to operate one of the
booths, but due to a scheduling
mixup, were unable to handle the
job.
Spartan Shields, honorary service organization for sophomore
and junior men, and Spartan
Spears, sophomore women’s hony
and service
ra
inoviety.
ro
ed the duties Tuesday, anlidee:1:
,!ent Court Chief Justice Did(
,’hristiana had nothing but praise
tor the two groups.
"The Shields and Spears have
come through like real troopers,"
Cluistiana said yesterday after
the polls closed. "They’ve done a
fine job on very short notice, and
I’m very proud of them. They’ve
certainly helped its a great deal."
’INTEREST HIGH’
Although the voting wasn’t
exactly in landslide proportions,
workers at both places said that
Interest was high, and business
was "pretty good."
Christiana added that the firstday turnout is normal, and that
voting will pick up considerably
today. lie expected the number of
voters would triple today, because
of the natural tendency toward
procrastination. "I havet’t voted
myself yet," he said." and no one
in the Student government I’ve
talked to has either. It’s just
matter of voting when we get
around to it."

Don’t You
Hear ’Dem

By BOB WILSON
The minute hand clicked forward to 10:30 a.m. and the Tower
chimes began echoing over the
campus.
"And man, what kind of ancient
music is that’?" I said to Dr.
Stanley C. Benz, dean of students.
"It’s very fine music," Dean
Benz replied. Ile went on to explain that the Tower has two sets
of electrical chimes The Carillon
chimes, which the Class of ’46
prewnted to the college, can be
heard at graduations. Christmas
and other festive occasions. The
Westminster chimes, which ring
each quarter hour, were presented to the college hy the Class Of
’47.
"The ’Weatminster ehlme
have the same tone as England’s
fa
ft Big Ben," pointed out
Dr* n Benz"That’s what I mean, music
from England, real square. The
cats here want to swing to class,
not march as if in a funeral."
"I mean, why don’t we knock
off this bins -bong Westminster
jar, and play appropriate rock
’n roil music instead’!"
"Rock where? Young man, the
chimes are a tradition . . ."
"Okay, if you don’t dig rock ’n’
roll, how about jazz? We could
play ’Three O’Clock Jump.’ Man.
"Well," said Dean Benz. "at
Icast you’re keeping a horologe)
theme, hut I’m afraid the idea

"okay Bean Rena. how about
this ditty. oh, ’When the saints
Go Marching In," I hummed, tapping my pencil on his desk to the
rhythm of my humming
"Please. I’m sorry, but I believe we’ll stick to the traditional
All candidates must have their Big Ben bong," said Dean Benz.
stood outside Dean Benz’s
campaign posters taken down by
6 p.m. today or run afoul of an office for a minute, still ive10.%Ing that jarring tip the
ASH law, Christiana added.
good idea. Math/.
chime* I.%11.
I used the wrong approach.
Veldt, slim the Dean looks like
a bongo d
man to me I said
It. mtelf as I started to open
the door and re-enter his office.
"Say Bean Benz, how about
calypso music to ..

ASB CARDS PLEASE

Soon there will be the
gay, mad, fascinating,
scintillating, sophisticated
round of Holiday
dinners dances parties
and on -the -town sprees!
Soon everyone will be
embroiled in the jolly,
traditional merrymaking!
Of course, you won’t be
invited, but it’s nice to
have our neat cordovan
shoes anyway. Only 18.95

ROOS ATKINS
Meg I.ane, seated at the voting booth in front of
the Speech and Drams Building. aids Nan Jose
State stud. nt in the ASH elections whit+ start -

PA yesterday and conclude today. Booths are
liwated at %arias.% points on the campuit.
Spartafoto by Ralph Chatalan

1.
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Give to Navajos

Determination ...Guts

The manner in which light heavyweight boxing champion Archie
Moore successfully defended his title Wednesday night parallels the
battle of the itself.
In the shadow of near defeat, ancient Archie, who laughingly
admits to 48 rebounded in convincing fashion to capture a victory.
If is not our aim to describe in detail Moores triumph over his
younger opponent.
But instead, we would like to point out how desire and that
"never say die" attitude aid in the accomplishment of a goal. We
call it determination. Some call if plain "guts."
Knocked down three times in the first round, Archie weathered
the storm to bounce back in championship style.
In our studies or other activities, how many times do we give up
in the face of near defeat? Or do we come back with eagerness
and determination in championship style?
When knocked to the ring floor, Archle told himself, "Get up,
get up." Do we take the same attitude of fighting back, or do we
slough off and give up?
There’s a lesson to be learned from that veteran boxing master,
not only in athletic ability, but in the will and desire to continue
despite heavy odds.
- -

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND A WILLIAM
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Friday Flicks
-The High and The Mighty,"
starring John Wayne, is the Friday Flick to be shown tonight at
7:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Admission will be 25 cents for this
award-winning film, according to
Jack Wise, publicity chairman.
The Senior Class is sponsor of the
weekly movies.

FLORIST
CY 7-0857

SPECIAL RATES
Fraternities
Sororities
Large Group Orders
Open Sundays end hi.:’,days
F,ee Delivery

Let
Manuel
Do It

648 So. First St

CY 3-5708

Something to Write Home About
The friendly

,f :le home

,

ef-nosphere of

101 MOTEL
CLOSE TO COLLEGE AND TOWN
FINE RESTAURANTS NEARBY
21 MODERN UNITSTV
ALL CREDIT CARDS HONORED

1787 So. 1st St. (U.S.I01 So.)

CY 3-6553
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happy."
"Santa, I. . ."
"Now take my reindeer. Boy,
I’ve bred them longer and wider.
with more reindeer power and
wrap-around eyeshades in order to
please people. You see, I enjoy
giving them what they want. I put
:in chrome plated tinkle-bells on
the eyelashes of Rudolph and the

rest of the herd so that people
2 might be happier. Ho! Ho! I like

"Yes, Boy, my gray-flanneled
elves base been doing a hang-up
job in telling the folks what will
make them happy. Why, only
the other day I . . ."
"Pardon me, Santa Sir, but I’m

SOFT WATER
a

son I line for, lights glitter, bells
chime and people smile. Of
course, some people have a hard
time expressing a warm spirit
until after the ’se taken it from
a bottle. Then the ’re filled with
mirth, laughter and good will.
That is what I enjon the most,
Boy, to see people laughing and

to make people merry on this jolliest of seasons."
"Santa, I . . ."

IHALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easr way and save!
WASH 20c
DRY 10c
COIN OPERATED

ISJS Student Wins
$500 Scholarship

"Yes, Santa. I remember."
’’Now my shiny, black belt is a
little more prominent on the girth
of my rotund and jolly figure. It
makes me a little more colorful,
Donald Ray Beall, junior metalknow.
lurgical engineering student, has
"Vessir. Boy, everyone Is go- won a $500 scholarship awarded
ing to bane is wonderful season.
by the Foundation for Education
Toys have gone up him. points;
and R..search of the American Sohoola-hoops
seem
to
however
ciety for Metals.
have stopped twirling. Which
The award is made each fall to
la -hoopreminds me. I tried I
a student majoring in metalurgiing hut it got stuck on my’ pleascal engineering. This is the second
ingln plump section. Ho: Ho! I
year the scholarship has been
had to melt that plastic loop
granted.
off!"
Beall, a member of Sigma Alpha
i
"Didn’t things get kind of hot Epsilon,
won the outstanding
!while you were melting off the pledge award and had the highest
f hoop. Santa?"
grades of his pledge class last
"My Boy, you can freete the spring.
flames of Hades itself if you know
1952 students enrolling in the
someone in Washington. My favorite nephew happens to be, or Fall semester were from high
rather, was doorman at ’Heart- schools. 190 Nk ire college transbreak Hotel’ there. But,
enough about relatives and such.
let’s talk about this most merriest
of festivals."
"Yes, Santa, I. ."
"Ho. Ho, Son, this is the sea-

S. J. Radiator Service
CLEANING
REPAIRING
RECORING

By RUDY DEL RIO
"Put something in the pot, Boy."
"Why, Santa! I hardly recognized you. I see you’ve put on a few
pounds since last year."
Yes, Son, it was a very lean season but this one promises to
be bigger and better. Last year no one had the holiday spirit. I
lost a few pounds and had to take in my big black belt a few notches
so that I was mostly in the redwhat with my loose jacket overhanging my belt"

Son, fers.

Patronize Our
Advertisers

402 W. Santa Cla-e
Soo" e’en,
No,naneln’s

Jolly Santa Predicts * Reactions Readers’ Reflections*
Bountiful Christmas

A

Apenenewie

late for my Life’s Ideals class, I
must be running now. Give my
heartiest to Mrs. Claus and have a
’Cool Yule’."
"Merry Christmas, Boy, Merry
Christmas."

Bookstore Contest
Will End Today

U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT
171 South 3rd

Open 24 hrs.

Today is th, deadline for the
Spartan Bookstore contest. First
prize is a $100 diamond -studded pen.
Winner will be the student
Who comes closest to guessing
the correct number of sheets in
the paper pads in the display
case. Second and third prizes
are desk pens.

Patronize Our
Advertisers

Dining Pleasure on the Peninsula

like to say, -Thank you. I hope to show that they cite really aim e.
your Christmas has more meaning The clothes drive ends Wednesday,

Dear Thrust and Parry:
because you have shared your
San Jose State students"UN- prosperity in good spirit with othCONCERNED, SELFISH AND ers who need your help."
LAZY!" This was my opinion of
I knot:: too, that those IndiState three weeks ago when I
asked for SJS support of a Christ - viduals who cooperated are prowas project which would entail bably the ones who help in all
the cooperation of a large percent- the campus activities and carry
age of the student body.
the head for those n ho rarely
But today I am ashamed of
that assumption. This project
was to collect money and ~able old clothes for the Nas ape
Indians in Arizona. Since this
project did involve the cooperation of a great many students,
several people who had doubt..
similar to my own felt that the
project neollId fall: the consensus being t hat State students
are %e el, unconcerned about anyone. but themselves. I have found
that this is not true.

Angeles.

Christmas.

The Navajos thank you. I thank
contribute.
However, thls is a good oppor- you.
Marlene Luke--ASS 14150

tunity for th4ise rare contributors

...traditional
Japanso Dining
Suloyeki

Tor

T ompur

LUNCHEON
to DINNERS

COCKTAILS
Free Flower

organizations
Many
campus
have offered friendly support of
the Navajo Clothes Drive as have
several individual students. To
these unselfish people who so considerately brought clothes, I woidd
The longest kickoff return by an
Arizona State, football player w.4
in 1948, when Wilford 1WW7zet3,
White returned the ball 100 yards
against Pepperdine College of Is

Dec. 17. So this weekend when you
go home, remember this is a
chance to make good use of your
old clothes and, at the same time,
make some needy fellow human
beings v e ry h a pp y. Your old
clothes and toys are their only

Alf

angeme.r C trues Vied.

re 3 p a.

cva.eft4

ChlegmlbAmItILUIVATIONS:

YOrkehlre II 1494 II- HMS.

21111 II Cemiew Reel

164erealse Vim

Light and
Lithe
famous for
on or off
campus

74 SOUTH FIRST’ STREET’
The HOUSE. oi I

vAuGHN,sSTUD E NT

,

Al

S/ZES

OPEN EVENINGS
"UP THE ALLEY"

121 South 46

11.95
CYpress 2-7611

jgcosjoc4elp

FILL UP YOUR TANK WITH

SUPER SHELL
Join the "Bug a Month"
Club. Get free tickets at.

ROSENQUIST and KING
Shell Service, 11th & Santa Clara

luscious crepe soled flattie
scrumptious in Joyce’s famous
black, soft smooth leather or
all smarfne.;,,
Baby Doe Buff
all fun, all delightful.

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE

,(sts
Something to Shout About ...
the

GRAND OPENING
of the

Happy Variety Store
Free balloons for
all the kids and a special drawing at 4:00 o’clock Saturday the

CONTINENTAL

Famous for Seafood
CUISINE

13th. To qualify just come in and leave your name and address.

Stuffed Turbot, Abalone, Lobster and other
seafood favorites
all equisitely prepared.

Here Are Just A Few Specials you’ll Find This Week!
For Party
Reservations
Dial
RE 6-2072

Continental Cuisine
Charcoal Broiled Steaks, Roasts and Fowl
specialities dishes to delight your palate.

BOY’S BLUE JEANS
LADIES HOSE
BABY’S PLASTIC PANTS
LARGE DISH TOWELS
LAUNDRY BASKETS

For your after -dinner entertainmeni, hear Manny
Saenz play your favorites on the sensational Conn
Organ in the new
Patio Room. Tuesday thru
Saturday.
Dinners 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

%Ifs
Sitin,

COME IN TODAY AND BROWSE AROUND

Veterans Market
9th and Keyes Streets Next to
fict
CY 2-8195
from 9 til 7, Monday Thru Saturday
$Open

-440

El Camino Real at Cherry Chase. Sunnyvale

$1.49
.88
5 for $1
4 for $1
$1.79

cel2

1

live.
lay,
I you
it a
your
me,
man
old
)nly
ank
150
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ADIOS AMIGO

Students Escape
Asian Flu Virus

’ F! i

\

norr,’Iler 117
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ISO To Feature
Folk Song Event

By JOYCE FLORES
the college medical staff. Care
Do you feel :why, tired, down- of complicated illness and injury

Patissan tulk songs. Philippine sot foreign latUdclits during their
Is not provided, however.
dances and native ballads of Leb- I stay at SJS and others who have
PRIVATE PHYSICIAN
anon, Germany, England and the helped international students bePatients may emplcy a private
United States will welcome ISO come established in the U.S.
physician but must pay the cost
sponsors at annual Sponsors’ Day.
cn his services.
IA demonstration in ballroom
in the Student Christian Center. dancing will be presented by
A student may be admitted to,
The event is scheduled for 8 p.m. Marie Wida, Hungary, instructor
the Health Cottage through Healthll
Guests will be those who span - at the local dance studio and a
Office physicians in TH31 or a
private physician may arrange for I
student at SJS.
a patient’s admission by calling
Committee members for the evening include: Frank Dadgar. Iran,
the Health Cottage.
social chairman; Christy Gunn,
office of Ntiinuel ’al’s rarer, governor of !ian
Holding (Ned bayonets, Nleican troops stand
Students must be examined by ,
Potosi state. Troops were sent Irons Mexico Clt.
off elub-nuinging rroud during rioting in San
United States, public relations;
a physician prior to admission.
Luis Potosi as people tried to force removal from
Ili) Int, motional
--photo
and Anna Liisa Rautanen, FinTo enter the Cottage. students
"al land. refreshments.
must bring their student body
Student1111"wsh1P
annualcaace
card.
ChuChriStmas
Banquet
Baptist
Srctfi
But hypochondriacs who enjoy
,
Sunday
at
5
p.m.
the luxuries of the Health Cottage
’ The Rev. Robett W. Moon of
must be warned that one of its
the First BaptistsChurch of San
purposes is to "make it possible
Leandro. recently returned from
for the students to return to
is
ill
be
on
Japan, will be the principal
L:
I.I:ch nt
San Jose State. through its In classes as soon as possible," acspeaker at the banquet.
stitute of Industrial Relations, will night of the week so that persons
cording to Dr. Gray.
offer four simultaneous programs may enroll in more than one pro, A number of foreign students
will attend as a part of the obFourteen campus religious or- of interest to persons engaged in gram if they wish.
ganizations are listed in "A Spart- industry, Dr. Leon F. Lee, direcMembers of the staff of the in- I itonitIli KUM ha ugh, frrbiunan In- servance of International Sunday,
recently
re;1
major,
dustriai
Arts
an from the Start". Coordinating tor of the institute, has an- stitute, all teachers in the BusiSeating will commence at 4:45
p.m. Tickets are $1 per person.
these groups is the College Relig- nounced. Each program, which ness Division of the college, will ceived a $250 scholarship.
The scholarship is one of l(L
will include a three-hour meeting participate as lecturers and disious Council.
once a week for 12 weeks, will cussion leaders for the four pro- made available each year to
San Jose’s finest for ertertainNorthern California Industrial
begin in the week of Feb. 16 and grams.
molest. Mak* it Lou’l Village for
Arts students. Qualifications incontinue through the week of
Further information concerning
clude aptitude for the industrial
your dining and dancing pia.May 4.
the pr6grams may be obtained by arts, general scholarship, and
sure. New Banquet Room for
Management development, labor
contacting SJS Institute of In- recommendations from the stu- CONSULT
parties, social gatherings. (Caeducation, personnel administra- dustrial Relations.
Dr. Harold Haskell
dent’s high school principal. The
pacity 7003
tion Rnd industrial relations will
award is presented by the Four
Optometrist
be the subjects covered .by the
Complet aye larn;ntiorta
Wheel Brake Co.
,four non-credit programs offered
No cover or minimum
and optical sarvic
According to Dr. Herber A.
by the institute. Each program
latct styled glasses
Sotzin, head of the Industrial Arts
LOU’S VILLAGE
and optical precr;pt.ont lillsd
Department, students must apply
\ 1465 W. Son Carlos
No Appointment Necessary
for the scholarship in high school.
Easiest Credit Terms
IThe 1959 La Torre is still on When awarded, it can be used at
CY 7-1880
100 So. 1st St.
sale in the Spartan Bookstore. any college.
There are 1200 copies left for
Mrs. Faricita Wyatt, Sao Jose approximately 14,000 students.
State College graduate, will serve Sales are on a first come, first
in Washington, D.C.. as chief serve basis.
Why not combine elf
The year book will feature
secretary to the East Bay’s newly
those nagging little
elected Democratic congressman, 60 pages of color and follow a
The Rev, William 0. Smith,
theme of simplicity with a modclothing bills into
Jeffery Cohelan.
Congregational pastor from Haynagging big
one
Mrs. Wyatt, the former Faricita e% touch according to editor
ward, will be the speaker at the
Hall, received an A.B. degree in Jack Smith.
bill at
clothing
Year book staff members will final Encounter series Of the seaspeech from SJSC in 1935. She
Roos/Atkins?
son Sunday at the First Christian
be
selling
orders
in
the
Bookhas been active in youth work for
Church, 80 S. 5th St.
South First
CY 5-5141
the National Assn. for the Ad- store from 9:30 to 10:30 MonI266
The meeting will open at 7:30
Your reg card will
vancement of Colored People in day through Friday.
p.m.
get you up to 6 months
the East Bay and with the YWCA
and YMCA.
to pay.
The new U.S..reniesentathie was
selected because of her longtime
administrative abilities, and beThere is Always a Wide Variety
cause as a Negro, she is well acof Flowers
quainted with minority race probFriendliness is a First
lems in his district.
Service is Complete
In accepting the position, Mrs.
Prices are No Higher, and
Wyatt stated, "I’m glad that my
or choose our exciting 60-day ROYAL TOUR!
being selected to the post will
You’ll thrill to the grandeur of the Matterhorn . . ride gondola in
serve as an inspiration for young
Venice ......rob the Eiffel Tower is fabulous Peels ... investigate Ws
people of my race."
bell;nd the Iron Curtain in East terlitsl You’ll really got to KNOW
countries you visit by wandering through areas most travellers never s.
"EMPHASIS ON EXQUISITENESS"
as well as ALL the major attractions!
in- t he -mouth?
If so, you may have one of the
normal number of flue cases at
SJS. Although every one and his
fraternity brother may seem to
have the flu bug, the number of
cases is not abnormal, says Dr.
Thomas J. Gray, director, Student
Health Service.
"Every few years we expect a
rise in respiratory illnesses, but
so far this year, we have not had
the rise,’ Dr. Gray, stated.
NO ASIAN FLU
The Asian flu bug has not returned from the Orient. But an
ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure, as the old adage
goes. To recall another, the health
you save may be your own.
However, in case you get caught
with your resistance down, the
McFadden Health Cottage is ready
to serve you.
The Cottage, located at 43() S.
8th St., is a 1S-bed infirmary for
SJS students carrying more than
six units. Services Include 24-hour
nursing care and supervision by

Religious Group
To Hold Banquet

I. R. Institute Plans 1. A.
Non -Credit Course Wins $250
Scholarship

Floor Show Nitely

DUOTONE
DIAMOND NEEDLES
$888

Graduate Accepts
Washington Job

Yearbook Staff
To Continue Sales

Encounter Series
Year Book Staff

COAST RADIO

MIF

WHERE

Invitation to

LIFE IN EUROPE
FOR 80 DAYS!
...

FOR

You’ll share the excitement and adventure of this EXPERIENCE OF A
LIFETIME with other college students and young graduates ... end yn..
4e the personal attention we give to every detail!
kfore melting ANY plans for next summer, you owe
if to yourself to investigate the EurCal Travel Tour.
Drop us a linetodayfor our informative 16 pegs
folder. It’s free, arid we’re sure it w i-tnre yCi..i!

EUR-CAL
2301

relegrept Ave.,

TRAVEL
IIrkley

4, Colifornia

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
FOR

TEACHERS
Representatives of the State of California will be
on campus Tuesday. December 16 to discuss Teaching
positions with:

Department of Corrections
Department of Mental Hygiene
Department of the Youth Authority
Excellent salary with )early end incentive
Intnre:ting and challenging work in the folloWng fields:

Elementary

General Shop

High School

Music

Arts and Crafts

Speech Correction

Home Economics

Mentally Retarded

Recreation and Physical Education

Wesley To Hold
Sunday Program

Four faculty open houses will
be sponsored by the Wesley
Foundation Sunday evening, it
was announced today by the Rev.
Henry Gerner, Methodist campus
minister.
Faculty hosts will be Dr. and
Mrs. Forrest Baird, Dr. and Mrs.
Paul Bet ten, Dr. and Mrs. Dwight
Bissell and Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence Lee.
Students desiring to participate
in the open houses should be at
the Wesley Foundation, 24 N. 5th
St., no later than 7 pm Sunday
evening.

Soroptimists Offer
$2000 Fellowships

Graduate s’. omen students working toward a doctorate in public

service are eligible for $200() fellowships belpg offered by the
southwestern region of the Sol op
imists.
Women in the follmfine areas
of study are alsc eligible for the
fellowships: political science, international relations. psycholoek
mathematics, science, tangling,
and sociology.
Further information and application blanks can be obtained
from Miss Margaret Harper, nrtivities adviser. In Admin.
Applications most be filled In and
returned by March 1.

A & M AUTO REPAIR
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR

SPECIALTY
HYDRAMATIC
cod

sppointmer1
Placement Office
Administration Building

POWER GLIDE
TRANSMISSIONS

STUDENT RATES
456 L. SAN SALVADOR
CT S-4247

-Wolveri

koieMtne
525 E. Santa Clara

San Jose

CYpress 4-6699

71%. ,S)hceJla
goul

The Biggest Ski Bowl in
the United States
A beautti,, lodge with deluxe dining accomodations.
Overnight accommodations available in nearby
Dunsmuir or Mt SAsfa

FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

another Standard-Chevron service

CHEVRON

GOING SKIING?
LET US PREPARE YOUR CAR FOR COLD -WEATHER
MOUNTAIN DRIVING BY CHECKING . . .
Windshield Wipers
Battery
Brakes

Radiator
Tires
Anti -Freeze

Lights
Generator

SPARTAN PARKING CENTER
Just Across 4th from the Library

Also 3rd and San Fernando
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X PLUS Y EQUALS 83/

Gridiron Predictions
Reach Equation Stage

WAA Enters Ten
Pin Tournament
Women’s Athletic Association
officially entered the Intercollegiate Telegraphic American Ten
Pin Tournament yesterday with a
game played at Btidgeman’s Bowl.
Results of the game will be sent
to the State College of Pennsylvania and be compared to the
scores sent in by other WAA’s
ttiroughout the country.
Points are given for the best
team and highest individual scorer
for single and for double games.

OPPORTUNITY IN SELLING
FOR LOCAL STUDENTS
A Utah publishing firm, expanding distribution in
this area, is seeking several local coll.-Nge students,
qualfied in sales and promotion to sell and distribute
a new line of accounting forms to local wholesale and
retail businesses, stationery stores, banks, etc.

By HARVEY JOHNSON
"Who’s going to Will the Ruse Bowl?"
Your guess probably is as good as mine. The question poses a
problem for many of the sports fans as the Tournament ,,f Roses
draws near.
To pick the winner of the Rose Bowl at this date might seem as
This is an opportunity to work with a progressive
difficult as -picking the next city in which the Los Angeles Dodgers
After
this
thernseh.es.
deterarticle, on...might be able to
NA ill find
company that has a unique and necessary product to
mine Iii,’ winner talatively close. Would yoU like to give it a try?
provide the American small business man.
This season. football has proventto be a disastrous one for the
prognosticators of the sporting sections. For the aerr.ge fan picking
This offer should appeal to busy college students
the !Awes o as lucky to come up with a 50 per cent Ihverage.
MOM? - DAD?
But VOW do you think of the 113 per cent that Dr. Allen N.
that
cannot work regular hours, since you may arrange
Smith, associate. professor of engineering, polled this Past season
’em?
put
to
Where
years
he
has
been
Aspicking
ten
teams?
your
own sales schedule. Students in Utah and Idaho
football
the
and In
tounding, might be your first reaction, but as %..ii %till find out
have averaged $3.00 per hour for their efforts. MoreInter this is a d-finite understatement.
Dr. Smith has developed a football predicting system which has
over, once your original contacts are made, you reBRAND NEW
become reeogni/ed as the most accurate of its kind in the United
ceive
the same commission on reorder business.
States. Though it began primarily as a hobby with Dr. Smith in
1948, he has produced his System to an Academy winner in its field.
APPLY TO: T. LELAND SHREEVE CO.
JUST FOR FUN
While attending the University of Louisville, Dr. Smith decided
2538 VAN BUREN AVENUE
to pick team scores on a point basis, "just for the fun of it." WorkOGDEN, UTAH
ing the score out on a mathematical basis, Smith soon arrived at a
verifiable solution.
A teem which rolls up a terrific yardage, yet .cores only a
South 2nd & Reed Sts.
few points, has a high yard -per-point ratio, that Is, a low touchDr. .11. ii N. Smith, associate professor of engineering. studies
CYpress 4-2995
down
or
scoring
potential.
the report from one of the college football coaches before beginConversely, a team such as the 1956 Oklahoma squad, which was
ning the task of _predicting football team scores and point differcapable of scoring from any part of the field, has a low yard-per-point
enees. Dr. smitIrts $3 per cent accuracy in predicting scores on
nolo but a high touchdown tendency.
Spartaftito
years.
10
in
games
covers
user
2000
basis
the point
I-SEsi EQUATIONS
Following the selection of the teams, Dr. Smith determines the
offensive and defensive tendencies of each team, taking into consideration its passing and rushing potential. These figures are then transferred for a set of simultaneous equations from which is detormiend
go to forward Ned Fitzgerald as the high point
1-RaUPI
I
FRANCISCO
SAN
the winner and the point differences.
man in the series against Stanford, Cal and
dio Station IC.N’BC Sportscaster
From this method. Dr. !Smith seemed certain his System could
SF State,
Ira Blue was reported in good con be matched against any top notch sports authorities. He submitted
dition today in St. Francis HospiGolden State Company and Bohannon’s Reshis prognostications to the Louisville Times. The TIMM accepted
tal after suffering a "mild" heart
taurant send compliments to Ned for his
Dr. Smith’s predietions on the basis that they uould compare his
attack last Friday.
scoring punch.
picks with experts in the field.
Four NCAA champs, two from
Following the collaboration of
SJS, will battle for ring honors these so-called experts, the profesGOLDEN STATE
for the discriminate cyclist
and charity at the USF War Me- sor’s selections were accepted in
COMPANY
morial gym East-West Bouts on 1949 as a permanent part, of the
Times
sports
page.
Friday, Dec. 26. The boxing
SYSTEM SYNDICATED
THE ALL STEEL BICYCLE
matches will be held the night preGeneral Features was the first
reeding the East-West football
from $54.95 to $99.95
to procure Smith’s System for its
clash.
"The Defionte Crnes"
SALES and SERVICE
Syndicate.
Metro Features has
Archie Milton and T. C. Chung, since taken over syndication of Dr
teetering
"The Blob"
national champs. and Nick Akana Smith’s
picks ,,and established
Charcoal Broiled Steaks
and Jerry Ford will represent them in 43 states.
and Prime Ribs
1435 The Alameda
CY 3-9766
NED FITZGERALD
At the outset of each football
Spartaland in San Francisco. Jess
9
P.M.
’TIL
OPEN
THURS
MAYFAIR
season. Dr. smith sends out
Klinkenberg, Washington State,
1401 So. First et Akio
questionnaires to the college
and Jimmy Flood, Sacramento coaches and uses
"Jumping Jacks"
this InformaState, are other national champs. tion at the beginning of his se"Tim Lathiest Hobo"
...’ti.4’1’;..21’,T t.’%..,1i 1 ..., ,
Tickets went on sale this morn- lections. Dosses...I., as the season
14’1;41:i 1:1 k’,’’,idi.’,’’I’’’’
".’.eAci$NiCYlitisi..
511).4, 4.i% .,le ,
.A.%4 ;, ;::..riift
.
"Gansmoke in Tucson"
1.
.
’t
0.41..’!1
. 4 01 A
’
t).,
It’’’
i
Ai
\’’’Y
progresses
his
’
ti
picks
become
T
1*
ing in the office of the Men’s Gym
, eit ligbie.,
.?"1,’ .1s.f‘, ’, ! .’d f i
more accurate as more Informai t’.1’ ’.1..V.,h’ ‘.. ..4( 10
N, fii1.
wAth the $2 per person donation
;
tion is relayed to him.
ping toward the Big Brothers,
Cenv FF:
Though Dr. Smith takes great
CV. - 30 16 0
! "right juvenile delinquency with pride in his football prognosticaSAN JOSE . SANTA CLARA AT MARKET
MITSCHr
Juvenile decency."
tions, his basketball picks have
Very French and Ve-y Bold
Art Johnson, publicity director proven equally accurate if not
SUNNYVALE PLAZA .
_
here, says the talented line-up of more so, if one is to consider the
"Perfectly wonderful" TAAFFE AT McKINLEY
boxers should provide one of the , tremendous technicalities involved
In the selection of the winning
most interesting intercollegiate
team and point differences in has, boxing programs of the year.
ketball. Over the years Dr. Smith
Johnson ventured that the bouts t has compiled asp average of 82 per
could possibly be an early preiiew cent accuracy correct with the
CY 4-5544
of the national intercollegiate
en the hardivood.
, championships to be held in Reno
%N
LES COURTS
Iduring April He predicts 90 per
GREGORY PECK
Prior to taking up the selection
cent of the boxers in these matchLAUREN BACALL
of the basketball games, Dr. Smith
for
NCAA
titles
fighting
es
will
be
WOMAN"
"DESIGN!
spent two years analyzing the contve
in April.
.DOLORLS GRAN
ditions of the basketball teams on
an.1 %IF.] Itiu01,1)1(
A total of ten bouts are schedul- their home courts. Undoubtedly
ed with boxers from College of this type of devotion to the selecIdaho, Idaho State, Washington tion has proven rewarding to him.
Ii Ill l Ill- hIlli.11{1’\/ 1111111 It\
State, Sacramento State, Cal Poly,
WEST REH1ND
USF, Santa Clara. Stanford and
- The IRON PFDICOAT
"The West is still ten years beSJS compet,; hind the east and midwest in accepting basketball seriously," Dr.
Smith related, in defense that his
Flying Home,
predictions are not found in news$80
NEW YORK
papers on the west coast.
-Basketball Is appreciated
$69
CHICAGO
more by the people In tile east,"
$80
PHILADELPHIA
he said.
$99
HAWAII
As for the Rose Bowl, before
you place any bets, why don’t you
soy Oil round tip
check the newspaper in your area
which carries the Smith Picks?
Transcontinental
Sounds like a safe bet, doesn’t it?
14o,sse8 S.,S3
e -d
After all, 83 per cent in any
9972.
Uabe,roo-, CYprs,
league is nothing to be sneezed at
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Blue Recovering

HIGH HOOP HONORS

East-West Bouts
To Feature Four
NCAA Ch ampions
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SKIING FUN
FOR EVERYONE

FRESH FROM THE SKI SLOPES ...
... and breathing new life

SKIS and POLES
SKI BOOTS
PARKAS
SKI PANTS
SNOW SHOES
SAUCERS
TOBOGGANS
SKI RACIS
TIRE CHAINS
For RENT and FOR SALE

into the daily

doings of campus males!
BULKY KNITS ... by Forstmann
... from our distinctive collection of one- ’
of-a-kind ski sweaters. Deep-dyed yarns
woven to look burly, but actually light and ,
easy on the wearing. Schuss! They’re going
fasts (Santa has so many helpers, y’know!) ’

Specie. Rees for Churches. Schools,
Boy Scout groups lind p,rtiey,

25.00

ro;

MEL COTTON’S
RENTALS
1266 W. San Carlos
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Frosh Defeat
Monterey Five

A battling SJS frosh basketball
team came from behind in a hectic
second half to defeat Monterey
Peninsula College, 55 to 51, Wednesday night at Monterey.
One point back at 21-20 at the

EUROPE

Dublin to the iron Curtain; Africa
to Sweden. You’re accompanied
not herded. College age only.
Also short trips.
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
255 S.qoia (Box 11)Pasan.
Cal.

Open at 4 P.M.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
391 Almaden Ave., CY 7-9908
Near the Civic Auditorium
FAIRGROUNDS

FAIRWAYS

Golf Driving Range
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
354t bucket with ASB Card

S 10th & Tully Road
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch
Dinner

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
7th & E. SANTA CLARA

SUPPLY AND
POWER TOOL MART
1401 W. SAN CARLOS
A

From Sitars

Peattiefuf

.5low.
From
BA WAS
Of Course!

BAKMAS

Flower
Shop
CY 2.0642 lath & Santa Clara

INSIST
ON THIS
LABEL

half, the determined frosh of
Coach Stu Inman fought bitek
gamely and tucked away the victory over the last four minutes
when the score was either tied or
changed hands nine times.
Inman’s dandy pair of guards,
Vance Barnes and Gary Ryan,
shared scoring honors with 20
points each.
The victory was the Sparta.
babes’ third in four games while
Monterey Peninsula suffered its
second defeat in five games.
Box score:
MONTEREY (SI) SJS FROSH 1551
FG FT PF TP
FG FT PF TP
Lopes f 3 I 4 7 Pliler f 1 0 3 2
WimberThroes f 2 0 2 4
ley f
6 0 2 12 Dlby c 0 7 3 7
Splann c 3 2 3 8 Brn1 g 8 4 3 20
Russo q I 4 4 6 Ryan q 6 8 1 20
Moor* g 1 1 4 3Hayis q 0 2 1 2
King f
1 0 3 Bowm
an c 0 0 1 0
Beriolino c
3 6 1 12

(Quakers)
11 a.m. Sunday
1041 Morse
1 block west of the Alameda
Between Davis and Newhall

WESTERN JEANS

Fit Bight Before
and

AFTER

trashing

adier

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
Special Rates to Sororities
and Fraternities
Proofs shown on all placement
and graduation photos. Your
selection is Retouched.
41 North First Street
San Jose. California
CY 2-8960

EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Services at Trinity

81 N. 2nd

8:00 A.M. Holy Communion
9:25 and 11:00 A.M.
Morning Prayer
W. B. Murdock, Rector
Warren Debenham,
Asst. Rector

Sanforized for continued
snug fit, in authentic Western style with leather label.
Heavy weight denim, duro.
stitched, riveted and bat.
lacked at vital points.
251032, 3.53
33 to 10, 3.73

at your Favorite
Campus Store

’

Sports EditorsRALPH CHATOIAN LOU LUCIA

Spartan Basketball Squad

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Student Christian Center
92 South Fifth Street
Holy Communi,ln at 7:30 A.M.
Every Tuesday.
Office Hours: 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Berbera E. Arnold
Mrs. Roy F. Butcher
Campus Workers

diurn, said he has asked the Giants
to pay the taxes as well .ae the
rental. Taxes amount to about
$36,000 a year.
Fagan said he relieved the Giants of the tax this year as a
favor to Mayer George Christopher.

Giants To Pay Tax

SAN FRANCISCO al)11- The
San Francisco Giants wilt have to
ice if
pay more money for the
, Seals Stadium next !rear. it %sas
learned today
Paul I. Fagan owner iif the sta-

Stadium Coats
only 12.95

To Vie in Poinsettia Tilts

nJ

By LOU LUCIA

119 South First Street
N FVLRY NITE
CHRISTMAS

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

TWO JIMS JUMP

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Minister
Dr, Clarence Sands
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"
TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 AM. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Semester: Philosophy and Psychology
3rd and San Antonio
The Pink Building

Top Boxer Award
To Avey, Maloney
(Continued Irons Page It
his left attempting to open Brooks
up-for his powerful rigl.t. Leary’s
win tied SAE with Theta Chi and
Sigma Chi for the lead at that
time.
Possibly one of the best heavyweight bouts was witnessed by the
screaming crowd as Dick Cristofani decisioned Jim Dunivin for
the fraternity heavyweight championship.
Both pugilists landed several
staggering punches. Critstolant
kept Dunivan completely off

Spa tan
Entered as second class matter April 24
1934, at San Jose, Calif under the act
of March 3, 1879. Member Californie
Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
Published daily by Associated Student,
of San Jos* State College, evcept Sat.
urday and Sunday, during college year
with on issue during each final *semiCation period.
Subscriptions accepted only On a reMainder-of-school year basis. In fall
semester, $4; in spring semester, $2.
CY 4-6414Editorial Ext. 210. Adv. 211
Press of Globe Printing Co.
EDITOR
JOHN SALAMIDA
CO.BUSINESS MANAGERS.
KEN LICHTENSTEIN,
IRENE YAMAMURA
DAY EDITOR
NAN 8ARATIN1
NEWS EDITOR
GEORGE SKELTON
COPY DESK CHIEF -- LOLA SHERMAN
Chafoian
Sports Co -Editors
Lou Lucia
Librarian
... Gayle Montgomer)
Feature Co -Editors _ ..... _ Hugh. McGraw
Rarbara Lueff
Arlene
Society Editor
Phil Geiger
Fine Arts Co-Editors
Wire Editor
CathEiseteTllraeaCgel:
Mary Goes
hobs Editor
hchanim Editor ..
Ray Helier
EDITORIAL STAFF
Gary Brown, Hugh
Scoff. Bill Phillips. Harney Johnson. Da.
yid Elliott, Michael Johnson, BM Knowles
Joyce Flores, Nan Beretirii, My-r.. Tou
chon, Rudy Del Rio, J. P. vanEtting.,
Bob Crowe. Bob Peterson, John Cu .’y
Joe Crow, Jeanne McHenry, Bob When,
ADVERTISING STAFF
Bruce Barter, Torn Finnegan. Delmar
Gillham, Berta Holrngron, Key !dote
Ronald Kelley, Sandy Mi Gowan, Dian
NP.I Dare Prdirt, Irue Showart, P141
Wood.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 14
10:00 A. M. Student Bible Class
"The Message of Jesus,- Rev. George L. -Shorty- Collins, leader

Christmas Star Banquet
SUNDAY
5:00 P.M.
Foreign Students as Guests
Church Services
9:00, I I :00 A. M. and 7:30 P. M.
Dr. Hnry Crot Pastor
Rev George L -Shorty- Collins - - Ministe- to Students
Earl rtr,d Genriya Vaughan
Adxisors

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
TENTH AND SAN FERNANDO
San Jose, California

The San Diego Marines are led
by Don Lange. is "great" hook shot
artist, who stands 6-5 and made
several UP all-American teams
while at Annapolis. He is called
"one of the best ever basketballers
aft the academy."

Either Jim Embree (shove) or
Jiro Whelihon (right) will start
at forssaril for the Spartans tonight in the Poinsettia Tourney
In San Diego. Embree and Whet.
than are both jump shot artists.

balance with hi, right cross,
knocking him do%n in the second for a three count.
Jack Avey decisioned Gary Wetzel in capturing the championship
in the Independent 145 lb. division. Avey showed the finesse that
carried him to the finals as he
completely outclassed his opponent. Avey staggered his opponent
with a right to the head in the
third round following Combination
blows to the body.
Last nights results 120 lb.Yutaka Matsumoto (Ind.) def.
Charles Russell (Ind.).
125
Howard (SC) TKO Louis
Somers (IC).
135 lb.Dick Alderson (SC) def. Chick
Threlf11 (IC).
140 lb.Jim Pitrakis (Ind.) def. Tom
(Ind.) Carl Maloney
Br
(TC) def. Marsh Campbell
(KA).
145 lb.Jack Arey (Ind.) df. Gary
weft., (led.) Frank Driscoll
(PSK) def. Abs Garcia (SAE).
155 lb.Ant:iony Faris (Ind.) def. Ed
Shaffroth lInd.) Dor Hibson
(SN) def. Bill Brown (TC).
165 lb.Chuck Yeyna (Ind.) def. Don
Delete (Incl.) Jim Howling
(SC) def. Jack Rhodes lid).
175 lb.Harry Stevens (CPS) def. Jack
Leith (SPE).
190 lb.Guy Gleason (Ind.) def. Larry

2nd and San Antonio

Two Blocks from Campus

Grapplers
Will Tangle
Tomorrow

FRIENDS MEETING

/
,0
Gold rtnret

cpaPtan cpoptcs

SJS basketball team goes roving tonight against San Diego State in the southlend while searching
for victory No. I. The game will be broadcast at 9 p.m. over radio station KEEN with Bob Blum at
the mike. An earlier game pits Pepperdine and the San Diego Marines in the tip-off of the Poisettia
Tourney. The winners and losers of the games meet tomorrow night to decide top and third places.
Coach Walt McPherson is confronted with starting guard trouble. Joe McGrath will be unable to
play in the tourney and Bob Chapman, a starting forward, will be moved to guard again.
Ned (Turnip) Fitzgerald and cither Jim Whelihan or Jim Embree will start at the other forward.
Arney Lundquist will protect the
key. Buzz Ulrey will help Chapman at guard and Al Andreas is
slated to see more action than he
has in the past.
"We’re+ scratching hard, try- ,
ing every emicei able combination to find the starting (Ise."
Totals 18 15 18 51Totals 17 21 14 55
McPherson stated. Vshellhan Iii
Halftime sconaliAcrntereY 21. SJS 20.
a goad potential scorer. and will
probably start because he toss a
good eye, McPherson added.
-Our lack of experience hurts
us as we have to use basic patterns and can’t use anything different until we have the basic patterns down first. It’s an intangible
that the average fan doesn’t realize when watching a ball game,"
Mac said.
Ray Walters and Bernie Finley,
Twenty SJS wrestlers will batgood jumpers at 6-2%, are the
tle for honors in the various
starting front men %011ie Hal
Brown, Blake Neal and Jim Doweight divisions tomorrow in the
herty. 6-0, will see action at
All -College meet slated to get unguards for San Diego State. Cender way at 12 o’clock.
ter will be manned by Ed DavidIn the Open Division Coach
son, a former Stockton JC star,
Hugh Mumby will have the folwho stands 6-4’it. Davidson is
tough once he gets close to the
lowing matmen entered: 123 lb.
bucket but is not expected to score
Carlos Arevalo; 130 lb.Mary Romuch from any distance.
driguez; 13.7 lb.:Marsh Campbell;
Four of the five starters will I
147 lb.Leroy Stewart; 157 lb.
he returnees and, the team Is
Donn Mall; 167 lb.Pete Berman;
noted for speed. In their bud
177 lb.Bernie Slate; 191 lb.Bill
Joust. Pepperdine defeated SDS,
Sickles; Heavyweight, Nick Sang71-039, but three first team men
er and Mike Bozzo.
of San Diego missed most of the
In the Freshman Division the
game.
following grapplers will vie for
honors: 115 lb.Denny Adamson; 123 lb.Wally Arevoalo; 130,
lb.Dave Nevis and Dick White;
137 lb.Joe Hernandez and Jim
Wittenberg; 147 lb.Jeff Bryant
and Jeff Kolling; 191 lb.Fred
Rupprecht; heavyweightGeorge
Hewitt.
"Modesto Junior College. Cal
and the Olympic Club will give
the stiffest competition," Mumby
stated.
Grapplers are to weigh in at
the main dressing room of the
Men’s Gym at 9 a.m., with the
draw scheduled for 10 a.m.
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"Looking for a Friendly Church in San Jose?"

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ Christian Church

Judo Team,
Palo Alto
Tie Meet

San J6se State ’s defending
champion Judo squad shared top
honors with Palo Alto Judo club
in the recent Castle AFB Invitational meet at Merced, which pitted judo clubs from northern and
central California.
Captain lien Campbell took first
place honors in the black belt
competition. Campbell is a third
degree black belt holder.
Joe Fiorentino, second degree
brown heifer, turned in an excellent perfoimance in the brown
belt competition, flipping his way
to first place. The Spartans were
represented by eleven men at
the invitational.
Judo competition will be held
Jan. 10 for all novice perfminers
(white belt holders1 which includes mainly men who have not
entered any tournaments but have
been active in judo competition.
San Jose State recently was
chosen by the National Judo Association (PAUt to host the National Judo Tournament, which will
be held April 13, 1959. This will
match judo competitors throughout the United States. Some of the
world’s greatest Judo artists are
pp( Si:A:E: iadi(sIf ( Boblle.)8ropooks" (TXtalr.y expected to be on hand for the
HeavyDick Cristofaani (SAE) def. Jim
event.
Official Schedule of

L.D.S. Activities for College Students
INSTITUTE OF RELIGION
c ASSES
Mon. -Wed.
1110 P.m
Tugs -Thurs.
11:10 a.m.
Wednesday
7.00 a.m.

WORSHIP
SUNDAY
Priesthood Mutiny
.
Sunday Scheel
Evening Service
Fireside

9:00
10:30
6:30
CIO

crn.
ens.
p.m.
P.m.

790 SOUTH 12TH STREET

SUNDAY SERVICEDECEMBER 14
College age class at 9:45 Bible School Hour is Taught by
David Erliott, instructor in Speech Dept. at SJSC
8:30, 1 I :00Duplicate Morning Worship Services.
9:45Bible SchorA, classes for all ages.
5:30Discussion Groups for all ages.
6:30Evening Service
kiarold E. Gallagher, Minister

Nursery Provided
6-

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES
SUNDAY SCHOOL ........ ......
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING .....
.....
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE .......... ..._
THOMAS G. SUTTON

9:30
10.45
6:00
7:30

AM.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

Pastor

CYpress 4-2873

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS
FIRST METHODIST
CHURCH
Fifth and Santa Clara Streets
Welcomes you to
MORNING WORSHIP
9:30 cm. "Thai Light of the World
11:00 ann.: Chancel Choir
Christmes Program
JOYCE WESLEY face
MAURICE I CHEEK
"

St. PAUL’S METHODIST
CHURCH
Tenth and San Salvador Sts.
9 30 a in. Coll.q a b!. Class
1 I a.m. MORNING
"Out of Grateful
1.15 p.m., Evening
EDWIN SI SWEET
CARL METZGER

WORSHIP
Heart’
Vespers
-

....ea

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION

LAMBDA DELTA SIGMA
Saturday, December 13th -6.00 p rn. Chrisfres Peity at this Institute
Nomination for new Chapter Officers will take place at this misting.

The Methodist Student Center in San Jose
24 N. Fifth Street

All College Students Welcome
af 1/10i+00 of Rill
A A ’
10th and San Fernando Streets

CYpress 2-7443

CY 2-3707

THIS SUNDAY
CY 7.7600

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
SUM’S
OF IATTER-1)

hnhatv
515, 5? 9
Camper Minister

S 00 PM
600 PM

Wesley Singers Rehearsal
Snack Supper 40c

100 PM

FACULTY OPEN HOUSES
Fern,
N.. SO% St.

4-4PART.4111 11411.T

Irrt1o5’ ?Wend:we

1101,

Deck the Halls With Boughs of Mistletoe;
Pinnings and Engagements Here We Go!
last nee-el:lid nits the setting
%hen sue Perry announced her
pinning to Neil Boulmer, Sigma
Phi Epsilon president. Miss Pernursing major. Is
ry. siiph
from L.a Cresi-nta. vshIle Bonimer is a senior art major from
San Jot....
CONLEY-BROPHY
Sigma Nu fraternity brothers
of Charles "Bo" Conley recently
learned of his pinning to Deanne Brophy. Conley is a senior
Industrial management major
while Miss Brophy is employed
as a secretary in San Jose.
CRONE-HAIRE
Linda Haire recently announced her pinning to John
’mine, Alpha Eta Rho. Miss
Haire is a sophomore from Los
Altos while Crone is a junior
from San Jose.
OBEAR-STODDARD
Judie Stoddard surprised her
Alpha Chi Omega sorority sisters Monday night when she announced her pinning to Bob
Obear. Beta Theta Pi at Stanford. Miss Stoddard is a sophomore from San Jose.
ROBINSON-SALMON
Brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa serenaded the women of
Gamma Phi Beta Monday night.
Dee. I, following the announcement. if the pinning of Ron
Robinson and Gamma Phi
pledge Barbara Salmon. Miss
Salmon is a freshman business
major from Pennsylvania. Robinson, a junior radio -television
major, is from Berkeley.

PINNINGS
RA LL-AREN DTSON
Ed Ball, senior business administration major from Martinez. recently informed his Sigma Nu fraternity brothers of
his pinning to Judy Arendtson.
freshman secretarial major at
Contra Costa Junior College.
ROULMER-PERRY
The Kappa Delta pledge dance

Rave a WOR1D of FUNI
Trove/ with SITA

Unbelievable /ow Cost

Europe
Otiee

60 Ser.

t,oes $645

43-65 Dors

t.ow $991

464,, lou, indlee

sa ORE.
collogo ccoda.
LtS Also low-cost tr15s to Monk.
$169 up. SootA Arrop,co $099 op,
Mow. Srody Tow SSC.? op and
Around Ono Workl 81796
Ask Tom Troy.’ Ap.sca
266th
sa San sr.:4,
tear
was arm et
Wax

"Iris

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E. SAIATA CLARA
CYpress 2-7726
FIRST QUALITY MEATS
RETAIL & WHOLESALE

SPECIALS
Fresh Tasty
LINK SAUSAGE
Fresh Lean
GROUND BEEF
Tender Juicy
T-BONES
BACON ENDS

Drive Out

55‘
49‘
85C
lb. 25 C

to

lb.

UNCLE JOHN’S
PANCAKE HOUSE

lb.

Pvicekes that please 111o11,9011
hero ocorywhcalc

lb.

1680 El Camino Real
Santa Clare
CHerry 3-8256

"For Goodness Sake!"
EAT

AT

ED’S HOLE IN THE WALL
,us home -cooked meals in airIf you en;oy eating
conditioned comfort, Ed’s Hole In The Wall is a MUST!
Students will enjoy the congenial atmosphere where young
people congregate. Complete dinners from $1.40.
Open Daily %I 10 p.m.

1610 E. Santa Clara

HAS
SELECTION PERFECTION
‘.\

IN WASH

’WEAR SHIRTS!

swe

ENGAGEMENTS
CoATNEV-RENDAHL
Two love birds in a cage decorated with flowers gave the
clues Monday night when Karen Rendahl announced her enney. Miss
gagement to Dick
Rendahl is a general elementary
education major and Coatney is
majoring in geology. Both are
from San Jose.
DeSEELHORST-HACKNEV
Planning an August wedding
are Betsy Hackney and Gary
DrSeelhorst following the Nov.
24 announcement of their engagement. Miss Hackney is a
junior general education major
%shill.- DeSeelhorst. also a junior,
is majoring in industrial management. Both are from Palo
Alto.
ii EAT( -SCHARTI
Women of Chez-Nous i formerly Walton Hall I each recently received a white carnation
with a card attached announcing the engagement of Ann
Schwarting to Daniel Heaton.
Miss Schwarting. a freshman
French major, is from San Carlos while her fiance is from
Menlo Park.
HERB-BIliKE
A home In San Jose will be
established by Carolyn Burke
and Dick Herb following their
wedding in February. Miss
Burke ’,assetl the traditional
box of candy to her Alpha Delta Pi sorority sisters at the
University of California at Los
Angeles Monday night. Dee. 1,
to announce her engagement to
Herb, who is a senior life science major here. Miss Burke is
a sophomore mining major at
UCLA.
MILLF.R-MATTIUS
Sophomore education major
from Los Gatos Toni Mattius
surprised her Kappa Delta sorority sisters Monday right
when she announced her engagement to Mike Miller. police
major at SJCC. An August wedding is planned.
PARKER-HENDRIX
The engagement of Patty
Hendrix to Ralph Parker was
announced Monday evening at
the Alpha Phi sorority house.
Paker is affiliated with Alpha
Tau Omega.
ROSE-1:ABBARD
Gamma Phi Beta sorority sisters of Jean Gabbard were surprised Monday night when they
learned of her engagement I
Larry Royse, sophomore pre -1;,,

Spartaguide
CSTA, Christmas party meeting,
Tuesday. Student Union. 7:30 p.m.
Please bring a 2.5 cent gift.
ISO, Sporlsor’s Day,
tonight,
Sudent Christian Center, S.
ISO. international Sunday, Sun day, Grace Baptist Church and
Newman Hall. 4-7 p m.
Kappa Phi, Christmas party for
underprivileged children, tonight,
Student Union, 4-6: Christmas
dance, tonight. Student Union, 9.
Lambda Delta Sigma, Christmas
party, tomorrow. Institute, Tenth
and San Fernando. 8 p.m.
Newman Club, Province exectltire council, Sunday, following 8
a.m. Mass.
Rambla Club, meeting, today,
TI11:55. 3:30 p.m.
Spartan Hoed. social, tomorrow, Women’s Gym, 9 p.m.
Sports Car Club. airline rally.
Sunday, entrance to fairground 10 a.m.
Student Nurse Assn., variety
show. tonight, O’Connor Hospitil.
auditorium, R.
Young
Repaint-anis, speak -’Thursday, S164. 7:30 p.m. C. Ralph
Westerman will speak on
Democracy Promise or Fulfillment."

!nolo!. at Staii:iird. Miss Gabbard is a sophomore kindergarten primary education major.
Roy-se is affiliated with Sigma
Chi. Both are from Tempe, Ariz.
Iff DER -PLA NCHON
Lea Plaswhon blew out the
traditional candle and passed a
bo of
Ii members of
Kappa l’Id Mirada) night to announee her engagement to Lowell K. Ryder if Los Altos. Mhos
Plantilion Is a senior education
major from Mt. View. Ryder, a
graduate of Pacific Radio School
iii "sail Francisco, attended Capitol Institute of Radio Engineering in Washington, D.C.. and
non is employed at Ampex
corp. iii Rednood (My. An Au-’
gust wedding is being planned
by the couple.
WINTER-CARROLL
An engagement party during
Christmas vacation will be held
to officially announce the engagement of senior sociology
major Ron Winter to Diane
Carroll, junior general elementary major. %%Inter, who is from
Livermore, was affiliated with
kappa Tau.
Miss Carroll is
from Albany.

Christmas Party To Fete SJS Faculty
Traditional Christmas decore
lions of holly, pine cones and red
satin ribbons will he used to decorals’ Spartan Cafeteria Sunday
a hen faculty members and their
families are feted at the annual
Christmas party.
A Christmas musicale presented

DINING OUT?
Give Yourself a Treat

Some

5.00

and

5.95

IN BY 9

SUNDAY
ComPlet Dinner Specials
Roast Turkey end Dressing
Jumbo Prawns
1301ed Hom
sr-a Dessert
Ine.l.
$1.35

Squire’s

FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

A-

RESTAURANT AND FOUNTAIN
Famous for Good Food
Montgomery Hotel Bldg.

207 So. FIRST STREET

See Sal For Sure

ao4

With the holiday vacation activities near, you’ll want to be at your
plamorous best. Express your
Christmas spirit through attrac.tive hair styling.

64nta

Sal Tacci, hair stylist at the Mod erne Beauty Salon, is ready to
serve you with expert service.

ROSE QUEEN

SO SEE SAL FOR SURE!

HAIR CUTTING $1.75

MR. SAL
Heir Stylist

.NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. ’eves til 9-2 hrs. free parking next door
with services of $250 cr morel

MODERNE

BEAUTY

30 S. 2nd Street

SALON
CV 2-5564

No

(I)

Pamela Elaine Prather in iii
reign as queen of the seventieth
annual Tournament of Ros.m in
January. She won the honor
after competing with six other
finalists. Miss Prather is a istsident at Pasadena City College.
-photo by International

ANNOUNCING mother’s women’s gift
section

(2)

A discriminating selection
of different ideas for the
womnn in your life

Newman Club Sets
Events for Sunday

(3)

Capes, Bags, Belts,
Cummerbunds, Jackets,

100% NYLON TRICOT DUSTER ... the beauty
of this robe is enhanced by its enormous sweep
... the large Peter Pan collar has a flowing nylon
chiffon tie. The striking pattern is pastel combined with gold metallic flowers, completely
washable . . . $15.98. COLMAN’S, 18.5 So. First
St., downtown-1338 Lincoln Ave., Willow Glen,

Newman Club has scheduled
three events for Sunday.
Following 8 p.m. Mass, members
of the Pacific Executive Council j
of the Central Pacific Province I
will hold a meeting at Newman I
Hall.
group will have lunch’
Thedowntcwn.

Paddock coat -42.50 to
26.95

mosher’s for men
SO South 4th Street

Newmanites will decorate their
hall for Christmas at 1:30 p.m.
The bi-monthly seminar will be
conducted by Walt Seebach at
7:30 p.m. at Newman Hall. Topic this week Is "Place of the Cath(slic Church in America." Members of International Students Organization have been invited to attend the seminar.

State’s Traditional Shop

Patronize Our Advertisers
CLASSIFIEDS

Classified Rates:
25c a lin first insertion;
line succeeding insrtionst
20c
2 lin minimum.
To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16. Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

:Wower
16 r San Antipode

CV 3-7150
Christmas Cards 50% off

PLAIN
SKIRTS 554e
OUT AT S

SHANK’S
DRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
Second & San Carlos

mosher’s 1

We go all out to make you happy with your
favorite foods, prepared and served to perfection in a friendly, air-conditioned atmoschere.

The Nationally Advertised Sanitone Process
THOROUGH
QUICK
CONVENIENT

Some

ing arranged by Mrs. Gladys Vogelman, assistant professor of art
Coordinator of the party Is Miss
Anna Loze, associate professor of
Frederick
home economics. while
I Loadvvick, assistant professor of
music, Is in charge of the Christmas musicale.

DRY CLEANING

Special

’ by the Music Department in the
Concert Hall will begin the affair.
This event, open to the public, will
be followed ne 5 p.rn by a smoreasbord dinner served to the faculty under the direction of Michael Dolan, Cafeteria manager.
Decorations for the affair are be-

CY rasa 3-3701

I

Fare. op.. Prin. both. 2
Near school. CV 4.2902.

05

3

Ford ’50 Sed. 6 ryl New tires. geneeetor and point. R61-1, overdrive, Esc.
Coned. $260. CV 2-7044.

Funs, studio apts. $75-0.5 no. Also 1
bdrm. ruilable for 4. $120 mo. Water TR). ’57. Wire wheels. R8,11. Adj. steer.
and Obg. pd. 659 S. 9th, CV 2.3546. ing. Must sacrifice. Low down pay. CV
7 5707, CL 1-0966.
Man. Share furs. apt. 68 S. I 1th or 301
Ply.
’47 los. else. Good trensp. $75 or
S. 5th. $27.50. CV 7i158.
highest bid. CV 4-8989.
Ream end board. Single or double. Diem. foveae. rings. New I4K. T6 end
FOR RENT
(itch priy. CV 5-0314 or CV 7.9724. 391 $8. Paul Taylor. CV 5.9848 nfter 6.
S 5th St
$21 me. Casio num share Igo. Me
ISA, ’62. New tires, est. motor. Quick
with same. 2 refrig.. TV. 720 S. 3rd. CV
WANTED
sale. Doug. Cl, 8.5608.
5-8121.
Woolly part tins $50 to $75. College Dodge. ’61 coupe. Good rend. $300.
Fern studio apt. for 2. 4 quiet males. 1 men only. No enpinrience necessary. Vita Coll CV 7.4362 between 4.6 p.m.
blk to college $25 ea. CV 2-1252 or Craft Co. CV 7-6867, 10.2 p.m.
ES 7.6273.
Fiat. ’63. Timeline. Exc. cond. 55 miles to
SAVE 20% Electrk typewrit. gallon. fil1ht hand drive. Best offer.
New, beautifully fern. Ibrirm. apts. 4 TYPING!!
Must sell. Ask for Stan. CV 5-0888.
or.
former
exec.
secy.
CH
3-3619.
bus. to sck001 Weer, garbage. garage.
W.W carpet. 3 ciosets, elec. kitchen ALTERATIONS
CT 3-2393 011114 ’36. Runs perfectly. Outside good
$100 mo, See mgr. 633 S 8th. Apt. I.
Must Sacrifice at $45. CH 3-9490 aber
Need girl to take ever boarding house 6 P.M.
CV 7-859 i
contract for nen,. semester. Acrces from,
1 girl to share apt. $30 mo. 2-bdrm. school. Call .liten on Lours. CV 5-9965
TRANSPORTATION
apt. CV 5 1 3 1 1.
Tertbeot wanted. General Zoology. 2nd Ride wanted le Seattle, Washington.
Kitch priv., privets, bath, edition by Storer, Call Dean. CV 3. Dec. 19 or 20. CV 3.8194.
RM.. TOR,
’liens. 168 S. l0th. CV 46780.
0764 eves.
HELP WANTED
Finn. ’ph, for mt. Studios. I bdrm., 2
FOR SALE
Work Stenderil Sta. P.A. Day 25th, Niles
bdrm. New bldg. 1/2 bal. from corium.
26-21, Doe. Must he Standard Stn. Em.
WA’s’ carpet. lit -Is opplionces. Singles Jae. ’64. XKI20M convert. Concours ploy.. RE 9.4229,
cond. $1750 CV 64030 offer 6.
or groups.rloss Kirby. CV 4-9042.
Lati
aurae. furs. Its. apt 4 students. Near Mercury ’52 Hit,. Good cond. Marco- Lost Black Wore, Tower Ohio Keep
metic.R6H. $195. 159 S. 10th St.
Only $32 50 ea AK Si 3490.
money return wallet to Student Union.
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Now’s the Time for Fun at Snow
Skiers Find
Ride Solution
In Car Pools

Ski Expert
Says Sport

By BILL PHILLIPS
Stuck for a ride to the snow?
There’s a wayand it’s not expensive.
Get into a car pool . . . and
leave the drivin’ to someone else.
How do you join such a pool?
Some students join a ski club
whose members generally are
more than anxious to help you
get a ride.
Other would-be skiersperhaps
the non-club joiners, head for the
local ski shops, for many managers of these shops keep lists
with names of persons who are
willing to take more riders.
Or, are you the brave onethe
guy who wants to make it on his
own, driving his car through possible ice and snow?
Winter driving can be darn dangerous. Ice and snow are no cinch
to drive through.
Nearly one and a half million
Californians take this route of
transportationthe eatmany
too junkish even to he on an
ordinary road.
Before you drive your own car
in snow country, check your automobile by observing these tips.
Don’t be caught with your skid Chains down. Always carry them
when entering snow areaseven
If advised by friends not to.
The effort might be worth it
that sudden snow
laterwhen
storm hits you. And don’t just get
the chains and stash them away
in the ear’s trunk--then dash off
Learn to attach chains before you
have to use them. .
Anti -freeze your car’s radiator.
The use of anti -freeze or the
draining of your radiator at night
will save all kinds of troubleand
It costs you little.
slither items to cheek for cold
weather: lights, battery, voltage
regulator, wiper blades, heater.
flares, defroster, tires, tire
chains, brakes, steering, flashlight, shovel, winter-grade lubricants.
Another caution when driving
take your time. All the drivers
are about equally anxious to get
to their destination.
But you’ll have a better chance
getting there, and so will others, if
you observe speed limits and road
signs.
A dangerous hazard of ice -covered roads is to go into a skid.
To prevent this, drive slower than
usual, keep the car pulling steadily, don’t turn or swerve suddenly
and don’t hit your brakes too fast
or too hard.
(Continued on Page 2)

"Skiing is the most wonderful
sport in the world."
That’s the opinion of one of
Son Jose State’s most widely
known ski experts. Jerry Price.
The tall good-looking athlete
captured many honors here, while
a member of the Ski Team between 1953-55.
Once president of the Ski club,
he now is employed at a downtown sporting goods store. Married and father of a little girl, the
2! -year-old skier still finds time
!or his lovorite sport.
Why does,believe
he
the ski
11, ereatest?
Price explains, everyone
iins a chance to get into the act.
It is a family sport --one in which
persons of all ages can participate.

’Greatest’

4,

SKIERS’ PARADISE
This is a typical scene of California winter resort. Hundreds of
SIS students still be among the enthusiasts who soon will begin
flocking to the slopes. Whizzing downhill at frightening speeds,
these skiers are keeping alive the major U.S. winter sport.

SKI

FEATHER RIVER
."%r

C’

AREAS

Minds of Students
Drift to Ski Slopes
%. the %%inter appro.’, hes. the
minds of many students begin
to drift toward the ski
Skiing Is fast becoming one of
the most popular sports enjoed
Iv Spartans.
Because of the growing Interest in this winter sport, the
Spartan Daily has published
this epeeist edition especially’ devoted to skiers. Included are
stories on ski equipment. snow
fashions, winter resorts, mountain ski an-a road conditions
and directions on how to ski.
Here’s to ski experts and
snow bunnies alikegood luck
on the slopes!

SKI HERE

;394,

EAST CENTR
DATE

neither RiverDiamond MIL
Eureka Ski Bowl,
RenoReno Ski Bowl, Mt. Rose
Ski Bowl.
!U.S. 40Soda Springs, Sugar
Bowl, Donner Summit, Squaw Valley.
U.S. 50 Edclweics, Echo Summit, Heavenly Valley.
Sonora PassDodge Ridge. Peddler Hill.
East Central SierraMammoth
Lakes area, Ritter range,
Yaftemite--Bedger Pass
- Ski map printed through courtesy of Pictorial Living, San Francisco Exandr.r.

Second, skiing is a great chidlenge to anyone who tries it. Even
the best skiers, including chainpions, can improve their skiing.
"There’s just no limit what things
you can learn."
j Third, people like it because it’s
!a vigorous, clean, healthful sport.
"A person can get away from
erYthing by learning to ski. He
, can relax and have fun doing it."
Another San Jose skiing enthusiast we interviewed this week was
Don Titeomb, a Spartan 1946 to
1950, and a manager of a ski shop
here.
What mistakes do first-time
skiers make?
"Students are 05 er advised
causing them sometimes to ski
with poor equipment. By using
right equipment, a person can save
money and time.
"And," Titcomh continues,
"friends don’t always give the best
advice. They are wonderful if
qualified skiersto give advice,
but in mosf cases, you should seek
help from an instructor."
He pointed out how important
the length of ski is to the art (14
skiing. ’The old way to determine
the right length of ski was to select one having the same measure.
ment as the person’s height.
"But this way, two people with
the same height but with 50
pounds difference in weight use
the same ski. You’ve got to consider weight, height, ability and
the type of skiing a person does
before selecting the ski."
’
How are most skiing accidents
caused? "By not using afcty hindings on skis." iSafety bindings are
lock devices which hold your feet
more securely to the ski.)
"Everyone should lISP them,"
i(ContInued on Page 2)

Skiing Rates No.1 California Slopes Dry
As Nation’s Winter While East Digs Out "ARE YOUR SKIS
Sporting Pastime
ON STRAIGHT?

sSPARTAN DAILY SKI FDITION

’Greatest’ Sport--(Continued from Page
Titccunt) says. "I think they are
like a parachute. If the bindings
(to not work. you’re no worse off."
How old can a person be before
its too late to ski?
"I saw a couple learn how to
sixski while they ’sere in
ties. And this kind of thing happens all the timethere is no age
limit.’’
Like Price, Titcomb believes
few sports are greater than skiing. "I like to get away once in a
while from the smog and other
thingsI do it by going to the
snow. People there are fabulous
and everyone has a wonderful
time."

Friday, Dec. 12, 1958 !

PALO ALTO SKI CLUB
presents
WARREN MILLER’S

Skiing is the nation’s No. 1 outdoor winter sport --and a vely
I ucrative one. Manufacturers,
dealers, hotel owners, railroads
and other benefit from a more
than 850,000,000 per year industry.
This winter sport didn’t become
popular in this country until the
20’s. Then its popularity zoomed.
From a few hundred ski enthusiasts to more than 7,000,000 today.

The greatest single factor boosting skiing popularity (other than
the presence of snow) was the
establishment of hundreds of ski
clubs.
This country contributed one of
(1 Winne(’ from Page 1)
the most thrilling aspects of this
Besides automobiles, many peo- breezy pa slim e. -.ski jumping;
ple go to their favorite spots by established in 1887 at Red Wing,
rail and bus.
Minn.
Southern Pacific has available
direct or connecting service to
most California winter sports regions.
Greyhound buses serve many
Here’s some ideas on how skis
popular sports areas, including are manipulated.
stops at such spots as Reno,
Straight downhill running
Baxter, Cisco, Emigrant Gap,
Rainbow Tavern, Soda Springs, Keep knees bent and flexible and
Norden and other Highway 40 your weight forward. Keep one
points. Check your local Grey- ski slightly advanced when running into soft snow.
hound agent.

Car Pools

SKI TIPS

(11mbingVValking is suffico-r!
Another bus service is Santa Fe
n ailway and Continental -Santa Fe on gentle slopes. Use half-sidest.t
Trailways. It has frequent train when the grade steepens.
and bus service from San FranSnowplowFor control at slow
cisco through Stockton, Merced
speeds, press the tails of the skis
and the San Joaquin Valley.
outward bringing the skis slightly
All are good ways of transportaedge. Keep the points almost.
tion. The important thing is relax up on
and have fun. Skiing is here to together and your ankles and
Iknees flexible.

stay.

Oswego, N.Y., is
town of 22,000 people on the Saores of Lake
Ontario. Today, Oswego is digging
out. A violent series of snowstorms this week buried -- literally
buriedthe city in "fantastic"
drifts, as United Press International quoted one grizzled, ice -encrusted observer as saying.
Ironically, across the continent
in the green and golden state of
California. things are still pretty
much green and golden.
And
many more than 22.000 people are
disgruntled. These are the state’s
ski nthusiasts.
A late check of the (’alifornia State Automobile Assn. reveals that skiing would he possible today at only one place in
the state, and skiing there
probably would be poor.

The Mammoth Lakes area just
off U.S. 395 (east of Yosemite;
about 45 miles northwest of
Bishop) is about the only refuge
California skiers have.
When will the popular ski areas
of California open? When it
snows .
But fr.. early In the season.
The roof Is bound to fall soon.
Then Spartans still be able to
travel to bustling resorts and
ski until they’re blue In the face
(and some undoubtedly will be).
Nevertheless, the Spartan Daily
suggests all San Jose Staters to
check with the California Highway Patrol, 1500 N. Fourth St.
(CYpress 5-1023) and/or the
CSAA, 2145 The Alameda (CHerry
3-1313) for latest road conditions
and snowfall figures hf any).

’A personally narrated I Y4 hour
color film with full musical score

TWO NIGHTS
TUESDAY &
WEDNESDAY,
JAN. 6 - 7
8:30 P.M.
BELMONT THEATRE
El Camino Real and
North Road, Belmont
Admission 1.50
(tax included)
Tickets et the door or
your favorite si shop

IF YOU SKI, YOU SEE:
SAN JOSE’S SKI SHOP
Fullest range of colors and shades in STRETCH PANTS By
BOGNER.
SKI SWEATERS . . . Bay Area’s largest collection of imported originals.
Famous name brand SKI BOOTS: Reiker; Graup; Dolomite;
Henke. All sizes. A complete stock NOW!
Why tal.:e less than the best . . . Buy or rent HEAD SKIS.
Regardless of age or income, we have COMPLETE LINES
to satisfy everyone’s needs.
SERVICE and ADVICE given gladly by our sales personnel
who know SKIING.

15"
995
Other bulky knits from .

Art Martinez Men’s Wear
Firt+

C.!.,tt9e Plan

88 South Second. San Jose

We Give Blue Chip Stamps

Open Thurs. HI 9

SAN JOSE’S SKI SHOP

COPE-McPHETRES
66 W. SAN ANTONIO

’ CYpress 5-2939
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Bright Colors, Chemise Lines:
Fashion On The Ski Slopes

;LUB

SKIS
T?"
4 hour
al score

ITS

RE
nf

Looking forward to their first season of skiing. Anita Adcock,
seerelary, in the. Biological Science Department, and Ramona
Thorson, secretary in the -Admissions. Office, dream of snowy
slopes and ice-covered lodges as they model ski wear and show
equipment.
Spartatoto by Dave Davidson

Skiers Sight Snow;
Surgeons Set Splints
By BOB CROWE
It’s tender tendon time again
the month of the year when the
break -bone set hop aboard their
hickory slats, slip and slide up a
hillthen turn around and at.
tempt to get to the bottom without pounding their partially padded posteriors.
Or to simlify matters. its the
ski season.
The addicts, feeling the coldwind sweeping down from the
north and hearing the weather reports that there is snow in them
there hills, promptly pack their
gear and leave the campus at a
speed roughly resembling t h e
exodus of the Hebrews from
Egypt
The caravans wind up into the
hills, each car packed with the
paraphernalia needed for the pilgrimage. Essentially, skis and shes
not necessarily in that order.
After the preliminaries of unpacking, choosing a run, finding
a tow or as a last resort manually climbing the hill, the
slaughter begins.
Legs that have extended no
more effort than climbing the
stairs of Centennial Hall are expected to support a body careening down the side of a mountain.
Arms that have gained their present dynamic tension by hoisting
coffee or other containers are expected to fend off the brutal
branches of innocent trees.
Lungs that haven’t had a full
*Bon of air in months are expected to cast off their layers of
nicotine and make the air taste
good like real air should.
’ But none of them dothe legs
grow limpthe arms become ennervated and the lungs feel
lumpy.
Thee comes the funelassi-

fled as either an open or closed
If
reduction of the fracture.
it’s open it means just that, the
bone is playing peek-a-boo with
the skin but the manipulations
needed to make the bone ends
friends again can he quite painful.
Finally comes what makes all
the pain and expense and pure
misery worthwhilethe cast.
This is what sets the skier off
from the poor slob who cracks a
tibia on a bar stool. After all can
the latter say how he accomplished his cast? Heavens no! But
the guy or gal who goes clumping
around after a sojourn in the
Sierras can not.ehalantly flip the
plaster of paris creation around
and say, "Oh, it’s really nothing,
just a fracture I picked up while
skiing."
What an air of mystery, excitement, glamour, envy and adventure that creates. To the cast
wearer, that is

By ARLENE PHILLIPS
The snow is snowing,
the wind is blowing,
but I can weather the storm.
What do I care how much it
may storm?
I’ve got my parka, ski pants,
bulky knit sweater, long socks,
fleece-lined gloves and after-ski
boots to keep me warm ...
Although the above words aren’t
exactly the ones that orginally
were written for the song, they
seem to fit appropriately at this
time of the year, when every ski
enthusiast’s eyes are turned toward the lofty peaks.
Although a little thing called
-warm weather" has thwarted
many a skiers plans for a season
full of ski trips, hope has not been
given up. Future months, with
their cold days and dreary atmosphere will be bright with t,
hopes for snow in the mountain
Snow: the very word suggp,*
many things to many people.
some, it sifggests broken born to some, it suggests froten fingur
tips; to some, the word snow
brings to mind the thrill of racing
down a hill at a break -neck speed.
To all, it suggests warm clothing.
The question of what to wear in
the snow is one that can’t be
answered easily.
First, one must have the correct pants to wear. (Sorry, Jane
Coed, bermuda shorts just won’t
do).
The latest in ski pants is a
stretchable variety. This variety
comes in many colors, varying
from shades of brown and green
to bright hues of yellow and red.
These ski pants, while being more
durable, more flattering to the
figure, more wrinkle-resistant and
more suited to a great deal of aetivity. have one drawback. They
are more expensive than nonstretchable pants.
For beginning skiers, the best
plan either is to rent a pair of
ski pants or to invest in a leas
expensive brand of wool gabardine pants. Prices range from
$12 to $50.
If colored stretch ski pants are
invested in, the ensemble may be
completed with a died -to-match
parka. Parkas are probably the
most colorful of the whole outfit, since they come in a variety
of colors and designs.
Chemise lines may be on the
outward trend in street fashions
but in ski fashions, they have

SKI EQUIPMENT
SKIS
SKI BOOTS
SKI POLES
TROUSERS & PARKAS

found a very serviceable place.
Most parkas now are being designed along chemise lines not only
for the long, casual look, but
also for the practical reason that
a jacket hugging the hips tightly
keeps out the snow better than a
loose fitting or waist hugging one.
In former years, light weight
nylon parkas were favored over
the more bulky type but this, according to Jerry. Price, employee
of Cope & McPhetres sporting
goods store, is not the current
trend.
"Quilted parkas," Price said.,
"are becoming more ’and more Poe-

ular because of their warmth and
water resistance. Also, cotton poplin is replacing nylon in parkas.
Although nylon keeps wind out,
It soaks up water rapidly whereas
tightly woven poplin remains dry
for quite some time."
As was said earlier, the question of what to wear in the snow
is one that can’t be answered
easily, so just take a "looking"
tour of local sporting goods stores
and thumb through some ski magazines.
You’ll be "snowed" by all the
possibilities of being fashionable,
attractive and warm all at the
ose!

GRAND OPENING

Snow Ski Shop
RENTALS AND SALES
enting NEW Norwegian hickory
skisLa Dolomite ski boots with
ski -free safety bindings.

AQUACRAFT BOAT SHC), INC.
616 EAST EL CAMINO, MOUNTAr. viEW
...We end Nit .
(between

FREE WATCH
WITH THE PURCHASE
OF A
SPORTS JACKET
and SLACKS
Here ore tne smartest and
newest styles in men’s sport
jackets. Perfect for after ski
socializing.
no money down
I year to pay

28.88

GOR DONS
DEPARTMENT STORE
199 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Reassure Yourself!
Don’t let your wonderful day on the slopes
be spoiled by wet clothes. Nothing is mor
uncomfortable than to hav to spend fk
day in wet Ski clothes. Feel a .cured when
you fall in the snow that you won’t come
up dripping wet. It is so easy ;ust to have
Your ski clothes cleaned and waterproofed
Thn ***** again will you have tc worry when
you fall.

Sweaters Cleaned and
Blocked Beautifully
I -hr. Sere ice at no Extra Charge

ERWIN CLEANERS
-Quality Work at NO Increase in Price"

SPORTING GOODS
335 SO. FIRST ST.

424 E. SANTA CLARA

20% DISCOUNT
ortth ASS Cord
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Squaw Valley Wins ’Dream’

paradise nestled high in the Si erras, it will be transformed info
SQUAW VALLEY, Placer Coun- a bustling community of 35,000
tyThis is Squaw Valley. A skiers’, people
athletes, officials and
spectatorsFebruary 1960.
The esent’ Its the 1960 Winter
Olympic Gamesin all their glory.
Officials of state host California,
; neighbor Nevada and national
host, the U.S. Government, plan
! to really put on the dog..
It all started four years ago
when a sharp-witted ex-New York
: lawyer, Alexander Cushing, sat
reading the morning newspaper
; in his Squaw Valley cabin. Cushing. who chucked big city life to
! operateof all things for a Her’ ward man- a ski resort, noticed an
item in the paper about deadline
for filing bids for the U.S. nomination for the Games site.
Cashing sprang into action.
He got hacking of California’s
politicians, financial promises
from legislators and %sent off to
lurk ti eloquently plead
his ease.
And he won, lie had to buck
, such famous resorts as Sun Valley, Idaho, Lake Placid. N.Y. and
Aspen, Colo., but he surprisingly
, (even to himself’ won the nomination for this remote rendezvous
’ which then consisted of fa one
ski lift. (lit two rope tows and fc
one small lodge.
But the foreign battle was yet
campus leader, natch
, to be won. Before the Internanear he’s wearing
tional Olympic Committee in June
GROOINS NEW
j 195.5. Squaw Valley emerged in the
BIG SHAWL COLLAR
SWEATER
and its
final vote pitted against favorite
00GLYWOOMPH at only
Innsbruck. Austria, a No. 1 Euro.
11.95
P.S. Open a Junior Charge
Account at Grodsns Men’s
Store on your own sign&
ture
By BILL KNOWLES

ascrigiltsb.s
ttuke,"(11Z-Lruko

-It
peals resort which had neer host- directly- into the Games on eon- I Squaw Valley :111(4’ t he
dition that the area would later will be a favorite spot of the
ed the Games.
West’s and the world’s skiers for
The final tally was Squaw Val- be turned into a state park.
That’s what will happen to many, many years to come.
Icy 32, Innsbruck 30, and the
!seeming pipe dream became real! ity
Snag after unexpected snag
! harrassed Cushing and his colleagues. But after seseral political, legislative
85% WOOL
and legal hassles. Sti aa is Val15% NYLON
ley is
almost ready to
Plaids in red, charcoal, rust,
is. e lc o ns e the
and brown. Machine washOlympics
and
all the publicity
able.
that goes. %%Rh
It.
Robert L. King,
CUSHING
executive director of the games organization
committee, said that 70 per cent
of the construction is completed
and most ski runs and jumps are
already finished or near completion.
Choice of Ivy or Pleated
When Games time rolls around,
Alterations free.
an eight million dollar winter
sports facility will have been completed. It will include an ice arena
which will seat 11,000 persons,
press building, administration andl
official housing, athletes reception
From
center, athletes’ lounge and dining
facilities, and athletes’ housing.

Ski School Offers
Daily Instructions

WOOL SHIRT’S

9.95

ALL WOOL FLANNEL SLACKS
9.95
ALL WOOL CAR COATS
1995.

Skiing ’lessons are Wing offered
on a two-sessions-a -day basis at ’
the Dodge Ridge Ski School, according to Earl Purdy, Dodgei
Badge general manager.
Skiers may attend either one or
both of the two-hour group ses
BEST EARTH CLOTHES AROUND’
sions. Private lessons also are !
Creek Road available, Purdy said.
VALLEY FAIR, 2801 St
Dodge Ridge is in Stanislaus
,
Tues.. Wed
ticurs: Mon. 1;039-2
National Forest. Tuolumne CounSat. 9309)0’ TFuts, Fr. 9-309 ;
t.. and is 151 miles from San Jose.

come on in and browse ()pen every nite fir Chrfistmas
’4.111111111111111111.11.11

in a complete skiing outfit from
FREEMAN’S Here you will find a full
Eine of ski equipment and ski wear.
At FREEMAN’S, all merchandise
conveniently displayed.

For those ski items on your Christmas list, make FREEMAN’S your
shopping headquarters. At FREEMAN’S you will find everything in
sales and rentals, including the HART
ski.

SAN JOSE’S ONLY SKI SPECIALISTS; PENINSULA’S FINEST
SKI REPAIR

No Crowds

11"

per slay and up - children 1

119 SOUTH FIRST

LET’S GO SKIING .. .

ciIi pRis

MID-WEEK

DUNDEE

Practice skating rink, lodge,
spectators center, speed skating
and practice rinks. Squaw Peak
and Papoose lifts, bobsled runs and
other facilities required of a mammoth event also will be ready for
use.
The state put such a vast
amount .!
directly and in---

No Lift Lines

SKI

prigs

DAILY SKI LESSON F’NSA Certified Schou!
14 LIFTS AND TOWS
Unlimited Use
DELUXE LODGING
DINNER
BREAKFAST LINn-1

DODGE RIDGE

No Crowded
Highways
Easy 3 -hour
Drive

MOVIES

RENTALS

ire’s* Foremost tarry Resort

COMPLETE
LINE

511.00 MID -WEEK
SPECIAL
INCLUDES:
Meals and Lodging

(hotel

or cabin)

$W Lassoes
(FWSA certified school)

Lifts sod Tows
(unlimited tee of all I?)

Earl Purdy, Gan Mori
P.O. Long lam,

Orlitows 5.3474

REPAIRS

1

HART SKIS

FREEMAN’S SKI SHOP
840 The Alameda
:spojmommai.

Four Men Return
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State Skiers Await
Tardy Snow Flurrys
Four returnees from last year’s San Jose State Ski Team will
form the bulwark of this year’s edition under the guidance of Coach
Turley Ming:.
Rolf Godon, Feder Anderson, Bob Miller and Bob Kesseling
carry the chance:, of this year’s squad. Lack of snow has the boys
out at Spartan Stadium lately+
getting their Pegs in shape touring the grandstand aisles and seats.
Godon, the team captain, is originally from Berlin. Germany. He
is a graduate student and will be
competing for his fourth season.
Godon plans to try out for the
winter Olympics.
Anderson is a sophomore and is
from Dunsmuir, Calif. He competes in all four skiing events, the
slalom, downhill, jumping and
cross country.
Miller, another sophomore, and
engineering major, is a downhill
man %kith slalom and jumping
rounding out his competing events

JIM NYSIROM
... former SJS ski star

Club Offers
Competition
To Skiers
Fourteen cups will be awarded
to winners of the inter -club competition planned by Ski Club for
the winter season.
Men and women will compete
separately for the trophies that
will be awarded in beginner. intermediate and advanced divisions.
There also will be open race competition for both men and women.
The first trip of the ski season
will he made to Donner Summit
after Christmas vacation. Other
weekend trips are heing planned
for the Tahoe area, Dodge Ridge
and Yosemite.
The group is holding an ice
skating party in Walnut Creek tonight.
Ski Club has been on the SJS
campus since 1941. Dr. Roeci Pisan. associate professor of biOlogy, has been an adviser to the
group for the past nine years. David- Donoho, associate professor of
art. has advised the elub for three
years
Dick Montgomery. senior. In
president sf Ski Onto this :%ear.
The dub preventiy has a membership of 140. 5.15 students,
lacialt members and employe.;
are eligible for membership.
$5 meintwrship fee is charged
for the year.
Dr. Pisan stated that members
reeeive savings in the form of socials and ski trips. Members receive reduced rates for the trip
accommodations. Also available to
members are free skiing and iceskating lessons. Bus transportation
for trips is available at reduced
rates.

Kesseling is strictly an alpine
threat. He is a brother of Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity and a junior.
Godon points out that around
Christmas time is when the boys
get to work out under natural
snow conditions but that this year
I there just isn’t any snow to be
had. The boys training for the
Nordic events usually spend a
good part of their vacation at
! Heavenly Valley on the south side
!of Lake Tahoe.
When the meets are held, they
usually cover a three day period
starting on. Friday. Eight men is
the limit that a team may entei
in any event.
Stanford, California, Washington State, UCLA. University of
Oregon and Arizona State are:
some of the teams SJS will go
lgainst this season.

149 south first street, San jose

CASHMERE
SWEATERS
.A world famous brand
imported
from Europe. Slip-ons. cardigans, and
dressmaker styles. An excellent
opportunity to buy your Christmas
sweaters at this substantial savings You’ll
find a fascinating collection of ponular
colors in complete siz ranges.
rcritsceri to

1

690
11111.

req 3295 and up

FREE PARKING
Hertz Lotbock

o4 store

USE OUR FIRST NAIL
CHARGE PLAN

Open Every
Night ’til 900

You name his game .

. we have

his gife! Choose now from our
complete selection of fop qualify sport goods for everyone!

* TENNIS
* SKIS

GOLF ARCHERY
BOOTS POLES

* FISHING RODS and REELS
* GUNS and AMMUNITION
* BASEBALL BOWLING
BASKETBALL

.AP GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
121 E. SAN FERNANDO

(Across from California Book Co.)

Jose’s "cold weather" is a far, i penance that sunny California’s
far cry from the cold at 7000 feet, Chambers of Commerce are justtand prepare yourself for an ex- tied in bragging about.
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Equipment Rentals Will Cut SAN JOSE’S SKI SHOP
High Expense of Skiing COPE-McKIETRES

By MIKE JOHNSON
A first - year - first - generation
Californian can scarcely help
noticing the mad enthusiasm
with which skiers take to the
slopes ttse day after the first
snowfall.
And "a less peculiar is the fed

It has been said that no selfrespecting skier above the amateur class would be seen dead
(much less alive) in ski boots
cheaper than $30. By the time he
dons his parka, pants and warm
red %%voiles, the investment approaches $73. Add to this a $40

you out. This being out of the
question, however, they will almost as gladly rent you the equip1,
ment for a fraction of its cost.
Many of us struggling col- I
lege sludents haven’t bothered
even to look into skiing as a
pastimeif always looked like
a sport for foreigners or rioh
boysbut now
that the opportunity to rent !resents itself, perhaps we too can ski.
Parka, pants, skis, poles,- boots
and a car rack can be rented for
under $15 per week -end, and
many resorts set their accommodation prices reasonably low.
The ordinary package deal.
which i n lu des meals, de luxe
lodgings, ski lessons, use of tows
and transportation from lodge to
ski area runs between $8 and $16
per day.
A few days of the vacation can
he enjoyed on skis, then, for
aeound $50. Not a price one could
pay every week -end; still, for all
it includes, it is a reasonable and
gratifying investment.
Take along a little insulation
(fur. wool or liquid). for San

66 W. San Antonio

CYpress 5-2939

SEE OUR BIG
SELECTION CF
BULKY KNIT SWEATERS
NYLON JACKETS

10"
HOODED SWEATERS

2"

licifinan,6 9or Men
46 SOUTH MARKET (corner of Post)
_WE GIVE BLUE CHIP STAMPS

Going Skiing?
One of the services most resorts offer is the chair lift. This takes
the work out of the sport, and makes more runs per day possible.
Spartafoto
that this sport lures and captures pair of skis and $10 worth of
thousands despite its expense. poles, and you have a total that is
Definitely out of the tiddly-winks somewhat frightening.
BUT. you need not be a Rockeclass, it can rank in cost somewhere between no-limit poker and feller to ski. Granted, local sporting goods stores would love to fit
big time yachting.

STAY WARM

Spartan Style
Get your . . .
Hooded Spartan Sweatshirt
Whether you’re a nervous novice or a proud pro, you’ll want
to keep warm. A Spartan, hooded, sweatshirt is just what the
doctor ordered to keep out the winter cold and keep in
Spartan Spirit.

ORIGINALLY
ORLON CARDIGAN
ALL WOOL
P?, IL

8.88

ORLON
Reg. 7.98
row

Reg. 7.98
now

4.88

ORLON SLIPON
Reg. 6.93

5.88
gatit9

76 VALLEY FAIR, SAN JOSE
Opel 9:30 to 9:30 ti Chri,*ml

3.88

$3.75

Present this advertisement to our cashier. . .

and pay only $3.25
OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 25

Spartan Bookstore
Rifht

Compa

Felt1113,, Dee. 12, 19FsiC

stl-

"iil’ARTAN IRAIIS SKI 131221(1012-7

Skiing Requires Conditioning
Here are pre-season conditioning exercises, prepared by the
State
California
Chamber
of
Commoree.
In all exercises, the knees are
kept slightly bent, as required in
skiing. The feet are flat on the
floor, weight evenly distributed
between ball of the foot and heel
at all times.

EXERCISE Affor kne and ankle, ly bent, body in straight line vertically:
action, downhill position): I) Swing 1) Repeat reversing arm. hip and kne
action; 3) Repat 15 to 25 times.
arms forvrard, straightening up body;
EXERCISE C--(tor knee and shoulder
2) Swing arms down and back, at the
&MN time going into dep
crouch with action in stern position and snowplow
legs are spread apart, tos pointsupple knee action; 3) Repeat 20 to turn;
ing in little, and hrris on ti,. floor):
30 times.
I) Prove erect position, swing raisisid
EXERCISE 11her hip action in Ira. arms to left side and back with evenly
’tensing and Christisin position): I) beet knees: 2) Repeat to right side:
Swing rised arms to the left shifting 3) Repeat combined 10 to 20 times;
hips and knees to the right, knees slight- 4) From same erect position, reach for -

right shoulder. with supple in oction: 31 Ritc1
wrd with swing crf
touching right hand to imaginary right and 2 tan times with th kccis Num’.
ski tip; 5) Repeat to left; 6) R. p.st
th.
combined 10 to 20 times.
EXERCISE E(for Inert ot.fon end
EXERCISE D(for Intro and hip ac
for stem Christiene; heads on
tion in Christin turn; lest are together
1""g 1.4
and heels on floor. Upper body with hit’s): t) Bending right "
seised arms turned to Ow rigirt): I) log straight out to five side: 21 fending
rpm 1,0 straight
Swing errns down and beck* at same 1.0y.
going into a elsep crouch sod back
got to side. 3) Rope** 10 he 20 times,
up: 2) Swing arms bock to starting position. at same tinsa ropating crouch gradually deepening crouch.

EW IN SKIS

Open
MONDAY
titre
FRIDAY
EYES.
’NI 9 P.M.

There’s snow in the Sierras! Time to see Stanford Sport Shop’s
new Ski Fashions ... new co/ors ... new equipment!

HEAD
SKIS

Ski better on the World
Famous Head "Standard"
If you’re an advanced skier
see Head’s dazzling new

"X3 7"

NORTHLAND
Continental Metal Skis
all hardwood core laminated of the most
select material. Aircraft aluminum, light.
est and strongest of its kind, is used in
these skis.
The Northland allows you speed with
perfect control, smooth turns, no fluttering
or wandering.

SKI BOOT SALE
KASTINGER "VALUGA"

reg. 29.95

HENKE "PRO"

reg. 52.00

MOLITOR MODEL 116

reg. 55.00

26.99
NOW 39.95
NOW 39.95
NOW

AFTER SKI BOOTS
SPECIAL GROUP, incomplete sizes....
LATEST SKI FASHIONS
SKI

PANTS

PARKAS

SWEATERS
ACCESSORIES

Complete Children’s Clothing and Equipment

2078 EL (’AMINO

SOUTH PALO ALTO

DA 5-6776

lone mile south of Stanford Stadium/

OPEN THURSDAYS 11:30 to 9:00 P.M.

WEEKDAYS 9:30 to 6 P.M.

25% off!
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Miss December Instructs Skiers
New Skiers at Edelweiss

LASSEN VOLCANIC PARK OFFERS YOU:

Sigrid didn’t have to use

By LOU LUCIA
Some people learn to play music by ear but Sigrid Nelson
learned skiing from watAing people who were proficient at sliding down slopes with bones intact.
Sigrid is keeping up the monopoly that Kappa Alpha Theta

cholog-y (her major),

as this re-

porter shooed assay the group
the

from

comely,

blue-eyed

blonde.
tier job at Edelweiss. to start.
will consist of teaching begirfners.
"The skier must learn to put the
skis on first and how to hold the
After that, lateral and
poles.
longitudinal balance must be perfected," she said.

sorority holds on having a ski
instructor at Edelweiss Ski Resort.
She follows Sandy Bos and,
Shirley Hansen. two former Edelweiss instructors, ano makes her
bow as ski instructor tomorrow.
Miss Nelson learned to ski by
watching others ’so long ago that
I cannot recall the actual age at
which I learned to ski.’ An 18Sigrid
is
sophomore,
year -old
Alpha Delta Sigma’s calendar girl
of the month.
MISS DECEMBER
Miss December walked into the
Spartan Daily office Wednesday
afternoon and attracted enough
attention to have four male) reporters vieing for a story at the
same time.

pr4j-

MORE TIME
Edelweiss beginners take more
tire on fundamentals than at
some resorts, she said, adding, the
skier becomes more proficient by
learning all phases and not starting to come down the slope the.
first day.
She said that college-age students learn quicker for the most
part,

depending,

of course,

on

their coordination and interest

an elevation of 6500 ft. located
five hours from the Bay Area.
a disk lift that provides three main
runs.
great cross country ski trails
never over-crowded

Our facilities are well suited to family or organized groups. Our rates are modest and our
facilities are complete and comfortable.

LASSEN PARK SKI AREA
operated by

Mineral Joelfe
Phone Min. I I

MINERAL, CALIFORNIA

to learn.

SANDY BOS

Sigrid is one of eight ski instructors and will have to make
the five hour drive to Edelweiss
1 on week -ends "Most SJS students
can be found at Dodge Ridge.
which is only a three and one half
hour drive," she 1-easoned.
This tIll be the first time
Miss Nelson Vk ill he getting
inst roiling
though
for
paid
sire has taught others to ski.
She ha. raced as a member of
the Sugar RON’ Ski Club and
is a member of the Sierra Ski
lub.
,
Miss December will start t.
work tomorrow, probably wideeyed and carrying skis and a veryl
disarming smile.

For Your After Ski
Lounging
Straight from fthe Ski Slopes
of New Hampshire

RAPPORT’S
HEADQUARTERS FOR

or’

71/4dAfief

Lassen Ski Area
Offers Spartans
Nearby Recreation

$1295

Genuine Deerskin
Cavorter
Probably the lightest, most comfortable
casual you ever wore! Glove-soft deerskin
uppers, cushioned insoles and pliable
belting leather soles provide a "walking on
clouds" feeling. Come in and try on a pair!
2801 STEVENS CREEK ROAD, SAN JOSE
STor Hours: Monday 12-9:30
Tues., Wed.. Sat. 9:30.9:30
Thurs., Fri. 9,30 9.10

Here is some good news for
SJS skiers. One of California’s
newest and finest ski areas is
only a five-hour trek, by car, from
the San Jose campus.
It is called Lassen Park Ski
Area. and its primipal attraction Is that it l relath ely free
of the milling crowds that make
skiing more of a chore than a
pleasure at most of the local
ski renters.
The Lassen Park slopes are 6500
feet above Bay Area level and
offer superior terrain and snow
conditions, according to G. P.
Perkins, the manager. The area is
reached via Highway 36, which is
traffic -free
and
requires
tire
chains only about 50 per cent of
the time.
The waiting time to use the
lifts F11.ntge% less than five
minutes. esen on the weekends.
The Lassen Park Ski Area operates a disk- t3 pe lift up the
sulphur Vorks Ileadwali, and
also two rope lifts on the beginners’ slopes.
The disk lift provides three
runs: one for the expert who enjoys a steep drop; an open, timrun for intermediate
ber-free
skiers, and a winding run through
both open and timbered slopes
. for the trail skiing enthusiasts.

MEN’SWOMEN’S--CHILDREN’S

SKI
CLOTHES
"Everything But The Skis"
SKI BOOTS
SKI PANTS
SKI f ARKAS
SKI SWEATERS
SKI CAPS
SKI GLOVES

RAPPORT’S
241 So. First St.

CYpress 2-4014

